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CITY EDITJCM.

voieed in the senate today by Sena
former Poli'
Inspectors
Murtha,
disputes hetween coal operators and
tor Works of California in deiiverlng
their employes as one of the recom
Thompson ati Forney, found guilty
TO
what he teamed a "friendly" review
of having con-I- n 'td to obstruct Justice,
mendations ot tne feugrai stniie In
of the achievements of the executive
the case of 'e fourth convicted in- vestigation committee wa9 foreshad
and legislative branches if the gov
owed today by questions put to E. L.
spector, Hub!--' i, ihe court reversed
ernment in the "one year of demo
the conviction iind directed Hussey's
Doyle,
secretary and treasurer of Dis
cratic rule."
discharge iron the Blackwell'a Island
trict 15, United Mine Workers of
The senator reviewed the tariff bill
Sutherpenitentiary.
America, by. Representative
and charged that "out for the coer
too late to be of
The decision
land of West Virginia. In the exami
cion used by the president on con
material foem f to Hussey, in .that
nation of Doyle, Mr. Sutherland ques
gress it never would have passed.
his term of a ypr expires on Monday.
tioned the witness closely on the sub
HOUSE COMMERCE
COMMITTEE The income tax law and the currency CONGRESS
WILL
INVESTIGATE On that date also the others are to be JUDGE McHENDRIE REFUSES TO ject of arbitration, his questions in UNITED
STATES WILL ADOPT
bill were also mentioned in this conMAKES QUICK REPORT ON
GAMBLING IN BOTH GRAIN
released, provided they meet fines of
dicating that be would urge the enact
RELEASE
STRIKE AGITATOR
BRITISH VIEW IN REGARD
nection, deferring to the Panama
(
$500. The four ere convicted of spirment of a federal statute similar to
SIMS MEASURE
AND COTTON
tolls question. Senator Works said
IN TRINIDAD
TO
BENTON
J
'.
the Canadian "dispute act," which in
iting witnesses out of the country.
the people who believe m Jae grant
i
coal mining among the indus
cludes
MEMBERS OPPOSE IT ing of free tolls for American coast ATTORNEY HAS SUGGESTION
TO STERHlfZfc CONVICTS
HER ATTORNEYS TO APPEAL tries in which controversies between F03 LATE T0E3IANY GCi:
wise ships "will want some good rea-solabor and capital must he submitted
I !., March 6. Orders
Des
Moines,
for this change of front on the
to boards1 of mediation. ion
for
20
sterillzv
of
the
in
convicts
THEY
WILL BE GIVEN THREE part of the democratic party under COUNSEL FOR CHICAGO BOARD OF
WILL ENDEAVOR TO HAVE SU
The method is similar to that pro REMAINS BY THIS TIME DOUBT
the
state
at
Madison
peniteHhtry
fort
the leadership of the president. If it
DAYS TO FILE A MINORITY
TRADE RECOMMENDS A
vided
in the amended Erdman act for
DISREVERSE
unPREME
COURT
the
and
at
LESS ARE IN A DECOM- I
Anamosa,
reformatory
is done to satisfy the demands of
CONCLUSION
COMMISSION
Iaw were issued by
the
settlement
new
of
between
a
der
state
disputes
TRIBUNAL
TRICT
POSED STATE
Great Britain they will not be satis!
railroads and their employes.
the state board of control here today,
fied with this submission of legislaIt is Mr. Sutherland's theory that
and forwarded to
cf
KNOW tion to the dictation of a foreign coun- MEN OF
POIilEXTERWOOLO
SOME
INFLUENCE these institutions,
.
UPHELD fuel is a public necessity second only NO
TEE
RECOGNITA
try,
MILITJAJS
to transportation, and that the rights
E. H. Ryan', a- - onviot at Fort MadThe senator said the tendency toof tha public should be protected
ASKS PRESIDENT TO ward
SENATOR
ison, is said to lave prepared to as
AMERICA CAN GET VERGARAS.
THE WOMAN WILL REMAIN IN
paternalism and extravagance in COLLEGE PRESIDENTS AND BUSI- '
courts
an
for
the
in
through the power ot the federal gov
injunction) order
EXPLAIN PART OF HIS LAST
NESS MEN DECLARED TO BE
the appropriation of public money was
LABOR
UNTIL
ACITS
CUSTODY
SLAYERS
WITHOUT
com
ernment to regulate interstate
thu event the staO board insis'ed up)
a marked characteristic feature of the
MESSAGE
DESIRED
;
TROUBLE ENDS
merce. Under hia plan the contro
KNOWLEDGING
on carrying out (be provisions of the
HUERTA
administration. He declared it was
;
to a board
submitted
would
be,
law,
versy
evident to everybody that the admin- of mediation empowered to summon
Washington, March 6. the Sims j istration
Washtngton, March 6.- Congression
Washington, March 6. From th
Trinidad, Colo., March fi. In a ver- is opposed to granting suf
hills to repeal the Panama tolls ex
witnesses under oath and whose find- British
al investigation of the entire subject
POST
WINS
RACE
at
the
decision
rendered
!bul
opening
point of view, which doubtless-wilto
the
"but
lacks
women,
frage
the
would be binding on both parties.
emption was favorably reported by
be adopted fay ttoe- state departto come out openly and op- or irauing in iuiures, notn grain ana r Rochester. Minn., March C.C. V. of the district court this morning, ings
courage
the house commerce committee today
During the period of arbitration, the ment, no useful purposes can nor
cotton, has tentatively been agreed on. Post won his race with death half Judge A. W. McHendrie denied tha
pose it"
would be compelled to remain be
miners
Chairman
by a vote of17 to 4. Representatives
of
house
rules
the
across
the
served by dispatching to ChihuaHenry
when
his special writ of habeas corpus for "Mother"
continent,
He continued:
Thus the public would be hua the American-BritisDoremus
work.
of Michigan, democrat1;
at
Rob-bintrain arrived at the Great Western Mary Jones, the noted woman strike
commission-"It is too early to say whether the committee today so told Henry S.
Mr. to
Knowland of California, republican; amount
counsel for the Chicago Board of depot in this city at 9:25 o'clock this leader held under military guard at provided without interruption.
exhume the hody or William S..
realized from the direct taxaSutherland cited the increased price Benton to discover the manner
O'Shaughnessy, democrat, of Michigan tion will make
at the hearing on Representa- morning, just three and
f
hours the San Rafael hospital, and remandin
up the deficiency aris- Trade,
coal iu Colorado last fall, and a re- which the man
of
' ana katterty of Washington progres
tive
to
Manahan's
resolution
investi ahead of scheduled
met death at the hand
ed the prisoner to the custody of the
from the tariff reductions. One
ing
cent coal famine in British, Columbia, of General Villa.
sive, opposed it.
of the worst features of the two im gate the grain exchanges of Duluth,
respondent in the action, General John as
The bill as reported by the commit
proving the right of the public to
Time probably has destroyed any
laws the tariff, including Chicago and Minneapolis.
commander of the state militia
portant
Chase,
a constant supply. of coal.
enforce
tee is brief and to the point. It sim'
physical evidence for the legal ca
tha income tax law ana tne banking Mr. Robbing said if an investigation
'.r ( - '
in the strike zone. The ruling, or the
Mary C. C. Bradford, state superin- that will ultimately be
ply provides that the sentence in the and
presented for
court was brief.
currency act is the deliberate of the grain exchanges were ordered,
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
tendent of public instruction, told tne settlement
Panama canal act reading: "No tolls
the
favored
a
board
Chicago
by the British government
sweeping
attempt to limit) and eventually over
upon hearing the deci- committee of a visit she made to the
Immediately
shall be levied on vessels engaged In throw the civil
in accordance with the pledge of Jr
service laws and regu inquiry into the whole subject. Chair-mal- u
sion Attorney F. W; Clark, local' coun- Radiant
camp of the
the coastwise trade of the United lations.' is
Edward Grey, and reliance will ReaskHenry replied that it was plan
It singular that this should
Mine
United
sel
5.
the
for
Workers,
March
Senate: Met
Washington,
Fuel company. She aid an armed placed
States'' shall be repealed. Members have occurred
to
ned
do
out
that
and
the
entirely on testimony
carry
under the presidency
plat- at noon.
ed for and was granteu 60 days to pre
who voted against it pointed out that of
guard tried to bar her from the place
It is expected that Brttisl
Woodrow Wilson, former vice pres- form pledges of the democratic party.
submitto
a
of
be
bill
'Senator Poindexter introduced a re- pare
exceptions
but admitted her after Bha had told Consul Perceval soon will return
, another
provision relating to minimum ident of the National Civil Service Re Whether legislation to regulate cotton solution
to
court.
ted
the
to
on
supreme
Wilson
President
calling
her identity and explained that she Galveston.
tolls also must be 'repealed or the form
League, and now claiming to be future trading will be coupled with to explain certain phrases in his PanThe court held the case in all essen- came td visit the schools.,
: whole
question still will be open and the head and leader of the democratic laws for grain dealings has not been ama
Secretary Bryan Informed Governor
tial respects to be the same as the
canal addrns.'
James McCune, justice of the peace Colquitt of Texas
the United States may, in its discre party."
decided.
today that tha state
in February for at
case
instituted
Senator
conferred
Fall
early
Felix
with
various
about
testified
LaFayette,
tion, allow American vessels free use
was
not
department
Mr. Robbins said he favored a com
disposed to atHill
Albert
and
three
release
of
Diaz, who wants a hearing on Mexican the
disorders in the northern Colorado tach undue
of the canal.
to the question
of
importance
mission
j
senators, representatives affairs before tho foreign relations otheis who were held prisoners by the strike district. He read a
England Is Pleased
long list of formal
The chairman began on a report
In obInvolved
recognition
London, March 6. Laudatory com and men from private life. He men- committee.
military authorities for allwed connec- of mirs guards- he said hnd been
to the house and declared he would ments on President
taining the extradition of those reWilson's message tioned President Hadley of Yale UniKouUi- Mrs. O. H. P. Belii f;" s'nixcd s'ena- - tion with tli'3 Imroiitg of
bethe strike
ii
d1 ; fint!
press the repeal Just as rapidly as possponsible for the murder of Clement
are published in most Of versity as the type of man he had in toiyAs-hurat-fotur:It
sible.
The committee also, voted to the newspapers of this
mind.
now on the woman suffrage constituThe
today,
court
in
country
its
ruling today up about poii.ii'ai" conditions, lie aju
ask'for a" special rule to expedite the The government organ, the Westmin
t
Defense of the practices of wheat tional amendment.
held the powers of the military in ar- he never had noticed any particular Jirjan vlrvJ
With
three
for
allowed
a qu t . .
repeal.
days
fugitives
,
ster Gazette, pays the highest compli- ipits was made today by C. H. Canhy, Immigration committee
practically resting and detaining the petitioner activity on the pari of the
the minority report, It is probable no ments to President Wilson
for his atti president of the Chicago board of completed ita work on the Burnett bill under specific instructions from Gov- operators until last year, when a so ordinary courts of jiutlca aui w.i ..
effort will be made to take up the bill tude in
loniatic relations.
regard to the question of Pan trade. The Chicago board of trade, with a literacy test,
ernor. Ammons, who, in his order to cialist ticket was victorious in La
in the house before next Thursday. At ama tolls. It says:
Governor
was told that tee
he said, was merely a market place;
General Chase, declared the woman to Fayette over the union labor candi sucesi of Colquitt
House: Met at noon. :,.
his efforts to obtain extrathe White House there was every, evi"We cannot refrain from expressing monopoly through its instrumentality
Interstate commerce committee re- be a "dangerous person" and one like- dates. Thei witness thought the coal dition
dence that the administration (!1was respectful admiration of the
probably would depend on th
courage was impossible.
a bill to repeal the Panama can ly to incite riot or disorders. Argu- operators supported the socialists.
ported
of the local authorities to
ability
pushing for action.
and manliness with which President
Charges that growers were damaged al tolls exemption.
ments on the return wore heard in
J. P. Cassidy, marshal at LaFayette, whom he
Wants All the Facts
appealed to exercise control,
Wilson handles the Panama tolls ques though the process of mixing grain;
Representative Hensley asked tne r the district court on Wednesday. But testified that) he was among the men over the region where the
Senator Poindexter, progressive, in-- tion. The
fugitive
of the United he declared, is a "ibase slander on
committee to report a bill to pro- few people were in court when the convicted of contempt of court by are
to be. The Texas gov
a resolution today calling States sets president
; troduoed
supposed
an example of straight honest grain inspectors." He read hibit
importation of prison made opinion was rendered this morning. Judge Greeley W. Whitford. He says ernor was also reminded that actionon President Wilson to explain what
whksh may he recommended telegrams from buyers, saying they
The attorneys for the petitioner will he'; was brought to Denver 17 times by Mexican local authorities was subgoods.
matters of "even greater delicacy dealing
to diplomats of the old world. Other found nothing unsatisfactory in the
now
submit the case on appeal to the before he finally was sent to jail.
of
Louisiana
Aswell
Representative
end nearer consequence" he referred statesmen in other
ject to review by their federal
countries are cap- Illinois inspection.
Lee Tanquary, former tate senaurged the civil service committee to supreme court, which a short time ago
to in his address to congress yester- - able Of rinlncv tha ihintr
Via V.uc An
tor, testified on political conditions in
application.
segregate white and negro government denied an
day aa depending on the repeal of the but mofJt 0, them would
ON HUSSEY
Huerfano
TOUGH
clerks.
county, in which he formerPanama tolls exemption
Carranza Eegins March
s J for
or make believe
diplomatic
6.
lived.
New
He declared that it was
phrases
March
The
Arbitration
York,
ly
appellate
Compulsory
Representatives of the Chicago board
Nafco, Sonora, March
.
The resolution, with a similar one
GeneraS
to
save
the faces of their division of the supreme court today of trade replied to charges it is operarguments
Denver, March 6. A compulsory ar- the custom to have interpreters mark Carranza, accompanied by about 0;
by Senator Jones, republican, of Washgovernments. If the people of the unanimously affirmed the conviction of ating as an illegal monopoly.
bitration law for the settlement of ballots for foreign voters.
y
troops, left here today upon his
ington went over for a day under the United States
an interpreter
to
we feel,
as
"In one Instance
it
respond
rules.
march into Chihuahua, Ha
confident they will, they will have
tried to take a ballot away from my probably will touch tomorrow at
At the White House yesterday the
Agiia.
done much more than adjust the difwife and mark it for her," he said.
Prieta, opposite Douglas, Ariz. Them
president, when questioned about that ference between them
coal
mine
state
rewith
us
and
James
Dalrymple,
more troops will Join the escort.
feature o.hja, address, explained that
treaty.
inspector, who was one. of the first
The constitutionalist
commander-in-chi- ef
he meant to say that it was awkward gard1 td the
witnesses, at the opening of the strike
IN
had sent his automobiles tf
to deal with foreign nations which They will have set a precedent of proinvestigation, was called to produce Juarez through the United States. Hi
took tha position that the United found importance to the whole world."
to
records regarding the Royal Gorge rode on horseback at the head of
menPresidentWilson's
Referring
States did not live up to its treaty
bis
TO
tion of "other matters of even greatmine in Fremont county, operated by
personal guard of 100 men, whirtk,
obligations. That particular phrase of
E. G. Bettis, The witness quoted fig- was followed
the address, however,, was. widely dis- er delicacy," the Westminster Gazette
hy the Fourth Infaatry
ures intended to disprovei the testi- of Sonora's' state troops.
cussed in official and congressional says:
6. Predicting whose government we had refused to more feeling than the assassination of
March
Washington.
"We understand the allusion and
mony of Bettis that the aveuige proBefore' his ' departure General Carcircles and many constructions were
that the Mexican situation is a mat- recognize and' "whoi according to our hundreds of our people, except that duction
'
man was less under union ranza was' visited
to
it
think
Mr.
once
per
at
that
right
say
to
it.
applied
by the Araertcm
ter with which, the United States view, had no power nor authority to it involves the question of our good than under
conditions.
Wilson's handling of this question
school children from the America;
Japanese War Probable
"shall be forced to deal with in some act. To Villa, not recognized as a faith toward other nations when we
Doyle's testimony was resumed at school at Naco, who marchgd ov.-.- r
Republican Leader TVIann told the greatly facilitates quiet consideration decisive way, and tflat very soon," belligerent; not even a soldier, but allow their people to be slaughtered
the
more
of
other
and
the
delicate
quesopening of tho day's session
the international
line with their
house that after reading London disSenator Works, republican, of Califor a brigand and murderer of innocent in Mexico.
to."
alluded
tions
the congressional investigation teachers. Carranza welcomed tlicia
here
patches giving the British view of the
nia sharply criticized the Mexican pol ,leople. To Carranza, a weakling domour
to
one
was
"This
case
good committee
put
On the subject of William S. Benton,
hearing testimony on the through an Interpreter.
president's Panama tolls address, he
icy of the administration today in a inated toy Villa and equally without faith and courage to the test. The
coal
theColorado
strike. The witness was
ranchman
killed
British
at
Juarez, speech in the senate.
now unders'tood what the president
poor widow asked for the body of her
authority."
the purchase
questioned
concerning
meant 'by saying that unless congress the same newspapers Bay;
"We may be forced jet," he said,
Senator Works outlined the events dead husband, buried on Mexican soil. of arms. He said there was no record
"When we are dealing with a man "to Intervene in
NATIONAL DIRECTORS MEET
ungrudgingly supported the adminissome form in Mexico. in the history of Mexico leading np What did our government do to seNew York, March
c
tration's foreign policy, "I shall not of such manifest uprightness and good If we do, It should not be for the ag- to the present difficulties and the re- cure her this right? It humhly peti- of money spent for guns, but admitted
know how to deal with other matters will aa President Wilson, we shall cer- - grandizement of our country, be it the fusal of this government to recognize tioned Villa, his murderer, to allow that he had given money to nie'a who the National league went iuto
"came to me and said they needed
afternoon to take final action or
of even greater delicacy and nearer
acquisition of territory or any other Huerta after the assassination of Ma- his remains to bo removed. The
Jum?8."
for
their
on Page Four)
protection
(Continued
the
transfor
of John Ever fr&ht thx
to
consequence."
us,' but in the interest dera "doubtless by Hueria,, who suc- state department spent days in trying
advantage
J. V. Hickman, attorney for the Chicago Nationals. The nam cf
Mr. Mann read from a London disf.r
of the Mexican people and other resi- ceeded him, or with his knowledge to find out whether this man was shot
northern operators, tried to get the new purchaser of the Chicago tV:
dents there, the restoration, of peace and consent."
patch headed "Thinks United States
or put to death by order of
Villa
by
witness to admit that strikebreakers probably will bo announced before
HEfiY C.
GETS and order and the establishment of The
fears Japan."
demand of the president in his a drumhead courtmartial, called not were not
permitted to go Into the morrow. The purchaser, it was ;.:.!
"After reading that dispatch," said
a stable government for our sister message that there should be an arm- by a soldier, not by a belligerent, but
town of LaFayette to trade or get their is a man who has not been
t
Mr. Mann,"I can appreciate the scignt.
promt;
republic."
POSTRMSTER'S
istice could not be complied with, the by a brigand and professional murder- mail.
ly identified with profussJonal
To speak of the relational with senator continued, and lie demand er.
Hcanco of the last remark of the presiball.
Mexico Senator Works asserted was that
dent In his message calling for protec"What possible" difference did it
security be given for a free elec,
rest
1
tion of this government from a war PRESIDENT SELECTS HIM TO SUC- an unpleasant task.
tion in Mexico waa impossible of ful- make whether he lost his life oneway pjpps-rwith Japan and for this government
CEED HOPKINS IN
"It Is a dark page in our history," fillment because of the ignorance of or the. other? For this the sorrowing
f -'t k"
to act at the behest of Europe. I do
he continued. "Unless the American the Mexican masses. Such an elec- widow was left waiting for. her dead.
Pii ,0 ,
ail
not court, but I am not afraid of war
people shall have lost
virility, cour- tion, he declared, probably would have What should the government have
r
r'j , ' e i
tit Ihjh
with Japan or with anyone else, and I
Washington, March 6. President age and patriotism, it will bo read brought about the "election of a. bull done in the case? Just what it (should
v
v
V
r
hi
rjn
would not yield what I believe to be Wilson today nominated Henry C. in the years to come with sorrow and fighter for president."
have done for one of its own citizens
t1
i In
"
shame.
N.
AmeriFor
Roehl
three
subat
I
right through fear, whatever else
sent our soldiers into Mexico and 7I!E ViLLICN- I" r
postmaster
Albuquerque,
long years
T
"At last a prominent Briimh
Mr. can citizens have been murdered, their
M., to aicceed R. M. Hopkins.
might do."
'
COv'tR rr "'1 A, "i,":riru
C
ject was brutally murdered hy Villa brought out the body. T,h li hi I
)
Works Keeps Talking
Hopkins was appointed by President wives and daughters outraged, their or by bis orders. Public indignation Villa to s:y that the b dv il v '
Emphatic disapproval or the admin- Taft in 1912, but resigned recently, homes pillaged and their property de- ran high. The peopte wero aroused, tim of his wrath and triiln Poiti
istration, the legislation which it has It is said.
rl
stroyed, and this adruiuislraUon lias but the state department mainiaiimd be removed or not? What hm no- 'I,
Hofthl ' formerly was city clerk of done nothing more than enter occa- its usual degree of composure. I do come of our conrapa and mn
passed and of what he called the "co'I rf
ercion used by President Wilson to Albuquerque and Is a prominent dem- sional mild protests and submissive not know why the murder of a citiz n that we could leave it to b:m to Frtr
t' fi ' '
compel action by congress," war ocratic politician.
appeals, and to whom? To Ituerta, of Great Britain should have rreaf d tie Bitch a qwpnon?"-
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also has had much experience in film
producing, is general manager of the
company. E. C. Belleville is business

Cves Ecr Life to

; -

4
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I

'"'

T,

fir

1

l1

K

manager.
The headquarters of the company
is at present at the Cobb studio. The
company has horses and steers, and
other stock will be acquired.
It Ie the plan of tr.e officers to devote their organization to. purely western pictures, staging the Bcenes in
this vicinity. NAs few interiors as possible will be used. All the plays will
be written to give a maximum of action outdoors.
The first play will be staged and
'
photographed within two weeks in
this vicinity. The leading parts will
be taken by members of the stock
company, but a. number of local peo- pie will fill in as supes.

The manufnrtutws of Rckmsn's Alterative, a mnlli'ine for Throat and Luns
affwttmis, rej(ri-- t tlint all sufferers of
tliortf siutous tronMi'8 do not take the
trouble to inveytiiite for themselves
what this medicine has accomplished during the post nftren years io a number of
case. Head this;
Griffith, lake Co.. Init
"Gentlemen: About September 10, liftf,
was tiiken slik with
my mother
Catarrhal X'neumotUa, which developed
lino Lung Trouble.
In January, when
Rer. Win. BerR, of St. Michael's Cliureh,
Ind
at
Scbererville,
prepared her for
POSFE
SANTA
COLLECTION IN
death, he reeonmieihleu that I sret Erk-manAlterative, and see if It would not
SESSES A GREAT HISTORThe attending
give her sonm relief.
Trouble
ICAL VALUE
physlflan declared she had
and was beyond all medical aid. So I
Immediately had Rev, Wm. Bern to send
a bottle. Practically without hope
Santa Fe, N. M., March 6 The for
for recovery. I Insisted that she try the
which she did. I am Rlart to
Mexico
Alterative,
governors,
New
f
sav that she soon beimn to Improve. Now,
wehjhs twenty
which was thrown open to the public she works as hardthanas ever,
she ever did before
pounds heavier
on Wednesday, will remain opcti un- she took sick, and is In eood health.'
JOS. UKIMMKH.
(A(hdavlt)
til the earns day next week. The ex(Above abbreviated; more on request ) 1
has been proven by
Alterative
It
Eekmnn's
remarkable.
la
hibit in some ways
many years' test to be most efficacious
life
a
almost
and
Throat
Limit Affections,
severe
for
for
instance,
represents,
liroechltls. Brench'nl Asthma. Stubborn
time devoted to historical research, Colds and in npbulkllne the orsystem.
habit-formlContains no narcotics, poisons
for It took Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell
drags. Ask for booklet telling
Eckmati
to
and
write
recoveries,
many years to get together the por- of
Pa., for eviPhiladelphia,
Laboratory,
traits of these worthies. Then it Is dence. For sale by all leading druggists
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follows:
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HEROIC STATUE OF JHON BARRY
WILL BE UNVEILED IN
WASHINGTON

Washington, March 6. The imposing bronze statue o Commodore
John Barry, the "Father of the American Navy," Is now" being set up in
Franklin Park in this city and arrangements for its unveiling in May
are going forward. Commodore Barry was a native of Ireland and the
unveiling of the statue is to be made
the occasion for a great demonstration

cf

soDelegations representing Irish
country
the
of
cieties in all sections
'.are expected here for the ceremony.
alAmong the societies which have
the
are
invitations
7
ready accepted
Irish Fellowship Club of Chicago, the
Historical society, the
American-IrisHibernian. Society of Baltimtore, the
Society of Scranton
the Friendly Sons of
of
branches
and
St Patrick and the Ancient Order of
Hibernians in New York, Philadelphia
&n& numerous other cities.
On the day before the unveiling the
visiting delegations will make a pilgrimage to Mount Vernon to visit the
tomb of George Washington. The evening following the ceremonies a great
anqet is to be given in this city.
President Wilson, members of the
cabinet and members of the congress
are to be invited.
The Barry statue cost about $50,000
and is the work of John J. Boyle, a
Kew York sculptor. The statue is of
heroic size and shows the distinguished naval officer standing erect, his
eyes fixed on the distance and one
hand resting on the sword which
.stands in front of him. He is clad In
full naval uniform, with cocked hat
.nd a heavy military coat. In designing the statue the sculptor was hampered somewhat 'because only one
photograph of Commodore Barry could
lie found and that hangs in Philadelphia. The only inscription on the
utatue will be "John Barry, Commodore of the United States Navy. Born
County Wexford, Ireland, 1715. Died
In Philadelphia, 1803."
Commodore Barry was one of the
most notahle of the early heroes of
the United States navy: He was the
senior officer of the navy, and at one
s
served under him.
time
Barry came to the United States from
Ireland when he was 15 years old,
and as he had decided to make the
sea his profession, he went to Philadelphia, at that time the leading American seaport
Barry son took rank as a seaman of
rare ability, and he was Intrusted with
the care of many Wg merchant ships
sailing from Philadelphia. At the beginning of the revolution ho was
as one of, the most competent men In the country to take a
place of power in the infant navy. He
consequently received a commission
to command the brig Lexington, of 16
guns.
The shin left Philadelphia in 1776
and was the first vessel to fly the con
tinental flag, from which fact Barry
has been called the "Father of the
American Navy." To this distinction
h
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IED ON BACK
From Shoulders to Ankles. Skin
Red and Blistered. CuticuraOint-me- nt
Cured in Two Weeks.
15 North Ash St., Spokane, Wash.
" My baby was sick and I had to give him
baths and rub him with alcohol and one
evening by mistake in the
Aaxk I grabbed the bottle
that contained carbolic add
and rubbed some on before I
noticed my mistake. Baby
was burnod on the back from
shoulders to the ankles. The
hlistored.
a,1
Nil jWisk'n waa re
He suffered quite a little. A
neighbor told me about the
Cuticura Ointment so I purchased a box at
once. I just put the Cuticura Ointment on
twice a day and the burnt skin all came oil
and left no scar. It was only two weeks
before he was cured." (Signed) Mrs. J. H.
Langlol, Mar. 28. 1913.
B

T'rK'

HAIR FELL OUT GRADUALLY
" My trouble began
Valley Center, Cal.
on my head with Itching first tldng. Next
my hair boitan falling. My hair was getting
dry and lifeless and thin and it foil out gradually. Bight away I began to use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment, used only one
cake of Cuticura Soap and box of Cuticura
Ointment and inside of three weeks I was
well." (Signed) Gregory Ornish, Mar. 28,
1013. (:
Cuticura Soap (23c.) and Cuticura OintA single
ment (503.) are sold everywhere.
set Is often sufficient. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-cur- d
"Cuticura, Dopt. T, Boston."
WMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will Dud it best for skin and scaly,
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SIMPLE REMEDY TO CORRECT
CONSTIPATION BEFORE IT
BECOMES UHRONIC
Very few people go through life

without some time or other being
troubled with constipation. Thousands
injure themselves by the use of
strong cathartics, salts, mineral waters, pills and similar things. They
have temporary value in some cases,
it is true, but the good effect is soon
lost, and the. more cne takes of them
the less effective they become.
A physic or purgative is seldom necessary, and much better and more
permanent results can be obtained by
using a scientific remedy like Dr.
Caldwel's Syrup Pepsin. It does not
hide behind a high sounding name,
but Is what it is what it is represented to be, a mild laxative medicine. It
is so mild that thousands of mothers
give It to tiny infants, and yet it is
so compounded, and contains such definite ingredients that it will have
equally good efect when used by a
person suffering from the worst
chronic constipation. In fact, among
the greatest endorsers of Syrup Pepsin are elderly people who have suffered for years and found nothing to
benefit them until they took Syrup
Pepsin.
It Is a fact that millions of families
have Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin constantly in the house, homes like those
of Mr. H. W. Fernstermaker, Siegfried, Pa. He says he has had wonderful results from the use of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, that, in fact,
--

'lilSill;;;!

Jlllf
MR.

'

H. W. FENSTERMAKER

he has never found a remedy so good,
and he is glad to recommend it. The

special value of this grand laxative
tonic is that It is suited to the needs
of every member of the family. It is
pleasant-tasting- ,
mild and
Unlike harsh physics, it works gradually and in a very brief time the
stomach and bowel muscles are trained to do their work naturally again,
when all medicines can be dispensed
with. You can obtain a. bottle at any
drug store for fifty cents or one dollar. The latter size is usually bought
by families who already know its value. Results are always guaranteed or

In the Very Nature of Things, Uncertainty Will Ever Remain a
Portion of the Law.

Uncertainty must always be the portion of a large part of the law. It
may assist toward certainty to reduce
various branches of the law into the
form of a statutory code, but uncertainty remains. Society does not stay
put; and if the code lags behind, it is
no longer the governing law. New interpretations will be found for constitutions and codes, and new situations
will arise for which no code provides.
Napoleon is said to have remarked
when the first commentary appeared
on the Code Napoleon, "Mon code est
perdu." He was right, hut he had no
remedy. If the open acknowledgment
of the fact that there are many sources
of law other than statute and precedent is heresy in the legal profession,
so much the worse for the legal profession. Heresy or not, It Is the fact,
always, has been, and always will be.
If It tends to induce insignificant
judges to be law unto themselves and
to lay down new and arbitrary rules,
we must face the fact and deal with
the judges. There Is high and ancient authority commanding us to
"get understanding." What though in
the process old gods totter and old
systems perish! It is certain that
such an undertanding of the function
of the judge as a lawgiver, should
Impress him with a much greater
sense of his responsibility. Arthur L.
Corbin In the Yale Review.

f money will foe refunded.
HE SHOULD HAVE THE BEST
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by All the Hospitable Instincts of the
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Mother Were Aroused at Artist's
Modest Request.
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and adRalph Perkins, an artist making a
dress on It will do.
sketching tour through Rhode Island,
chanced one day upon a picturesque
the commander quickly added the Vermont, presided at the sessions. old
barn, so alluring to his eye that he
ever
Ways and means to advance the pro- sat down on a stone wall and immeglory of capturing the first vessel
taken by an American warship in an ducing end of the agricultural indus- diately set to work.
He soon became aware that he had
engagement. His prize was the Ed- try in New England formed the gentwo spectators in the persons of the
ward, an armed British vessel, The eral subject of discussion.
farmer and his wife, who had come to
action lasted about an" hour and four
watch him.
70
killed.
were
men
of Barry's crew of
Presently the artist discovered that
This is Baid to have been the first
he had lost his rubber eraser, and,
blood shed in the naval service of the
wishing - to correct an error In the
United States. '
sketch, he went up to the farmer's
While in command of the Alliance,
wife and asked her If he might have
near the close of the revolution, 3ar-r- February and March Bring Out Un- a piece of dry bread. This, as is unisightly Spots.. How to Remove
versally known, made a good eraser.
fought the great battle of his caThe farmer's wife looked at him
Easity
reer with the British ships Atlanta
The woman with tender skin dreads with an expression of pity not unand Trepassy. At the beginning of
mixed with surprise.
the battle the Alliance lay in a dead February and March because they are
"Dry bread!" she repeated. "Well,
calm and could not bring her broad- likely to cover her face with ugly I
guess you won't have to put up with
matter
freckles.
how
No
thick
her
side to bear. The two British ships
dry bread from me, young man. I've
the sun and wind have a strong got sons of my own out in the world.
poured a galling fire into 'her and veil,
to make her freckle.
You come right Into the kitchen with
early In the engagement Captain Bar- tendency
for her peace of mind me, and I'll give you a nice slice of
Fortunately
ry was carried below wounded in the
bread with butter on it No, not
shoulder toy a grapeshot. The flag the recent discovery of a new pres fresh
a
she continued, raising her
word,"
6thine
double
cription,
strength,
of the Alliance was shot ayay and the
hand to ward off his expostulations.
it
most
even
for
those
makes
possible
at
crew of the enemy toegan cheering
"1 don't care how you came to this
to keep their
the prospect of a certain victory. Bar- susceptible to freckles
state, nor anything about it; all I
skin clear and white. No matter how know Is
you're hungry, and I've never
ry, lying wounded In the cockpit, decase of freckles you have, yet allowed anybody to leave my
clined to listen to any proposition to stubborn a
the double strength othine should re- house craving food." Lippincott's
surrender.
move them.
Magazine.
'
withcan't
be fought
"If the ship
ounce
an
Get
from
your
druggist
out it," he said, "I'll be carried on
Individual or Group.
and banish the freckles. Money back
deck."
The words never should be conIf it fails. Adv.
His bravery stirred his crew. They
nected by a disjunctive conjunction.
cheered wildly as their wounded comThe proper word between the nouns
PRISON
REFORMS
SEEK
Is "and," not "or." The caption above
mander was carried on deck. A new
(New York, March 6. SuperintendImplies that the terms can be separatflag was hoisted and the American ents and wardens of
prisons in vari- ed, and they cannot The question
with
shot was sent into the enemy
ous parts of the United States and was asked the other day If the growth
deadly effect A breeze sprang up and Canada addressed a conference here of group life was destroying
the worth
gave the Alliance a chance to shift
in the Interest of prison reform. of the Individual. The reply was givtoday
and use her guns. The Americans then The
en by a business man who told of a
s
meeting was held under the
fought with such vigor that the two
of the woman's department of request that had come to him the day
British ships were forced to surren- the National Civic Federation and before for a man to stand at the center of a big group at a salary that
der and the captains were brought was the first of a series of
puch makes a minister rub his eyes. The
prisoners to Barry's stateroom. For meetings to be held in various parts
great need of the organized group was
the signal victory he had achieved of the
with a view to creat- an individual.
The two cannot be
country
disand the personal bravery he had
ing public sentiment in favor of leg- sundered. The young man who says
played In the action Captain Barry islation for prison reform and to form- that there Is no longer any chance
individual does not know the
was .given a vote of thanks by con- ulate a definite
program of legislative for the Each
facts.
is necessary to the other.
gress.
action.
The proper conjunction ia "and." Get
that into your mind, young man, and
The Forty Year Test
'To.
then make good. The CongregaUonal-is- t
fl
An article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public in 1872.
Ireland's Signposts.
From a small beginning it has grown
Ireland Is the country for useless
in favor and popularity until it has
signposts. During the last few years
attained a world wide reputation. You A Home Method Sure to Re there has been an outbreak of Gaelic
will find nothing better for a cough or
League activity in the country. Among
store Flesh to Natural
cold. Try it and you will understand
other manifestations it has taken the
why it is a favorite after a period of
Health.
form of erecting signposts with Gaelic
more than forty years. It not only
Inscriptions. There Is one such in the
gives relief It cures. For sale by all
little village of Omeath, In County
dealers. Adv.
Louth. It directs the traveler to Car- llngford and to Newry but It directs
DEDICATE JEWISH TEMPLE
him in an unknown tongue. It is not
Birmingham, Ala.., March 6. A
easy to see what useful purposes is
was
exercises
of
three day program
served by such a signpost For the
begun today to mark the completion
inhabitant knows his way without any
and dedication of the magnificent
assistance and the English- v 3 such
in this city.
new Temple Emanu-E- l
speaking traveler is unable to find It
unless he happens to consult one of
Noted rabbis are here "from Detroit
I
the villagers, not one of whom so far
Cincinnati, Atlanta, Mobile and other
wr
ps
jt
as I have been able to discover can
cities to participate in the ceremonies.
either read or speak a single word of
Here are some very valnable facts for all Gaelic London Chronicle.
who have any blood trouble with external
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a gores.
Do not cover any sore so as to InterLegal Tangle.
cough or cold may save you both sick- fere with
and the formation
The day was drawing to a close.
ness and money. F. F. Monahan, Men f protectiveperspiration
scabs.
Keep it clean andi
"I am exposed bandaged. If it Is a stubborn case, flush Judge, jurors, witnesses and lawyers
omonie, Wis., says:
to all kinds of weather and I find Fo- your blood with S. S. S. This famous were growing weary, says the Theoso-phica- l
And you
blood puritter works wonders.
Path.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always can easily
Finally the counsel for
give your blood a good, thorough
i
when
me
fixes
up in good shape
cleansing by using S. S. 8. There is no the prosecution rose to examine the
1
over
to
be
cold
or
the defendant.
need for anyone
despondent
have a bad cough.
catch
No matter
recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub- illness of blood Impurities.
"Exactly how far is it between the
or how
the
attack
system
how
they
badly
stitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
towns." asked the lawyer, In
becomes the skin, just remember
two
unsightly
Cross Drug Store. Aav.
there Is one ingredient in S. S. S. that si weary voice.
stimulates the cellular tissues throughout
The defendant yawned, and replied
the body that each selects Its owa easmilul
RURAL PROGRESS CONFERENCE
"About four milea'as the cry flows.'
nutriment from the blood.
I)o not fall to get a bottle of S. g. S.
Boston, March &. Delegates repre"No doubt," said the man of law,
At your abscess is of such a nature
senting more than one hundred agri- that you would
like to consult a specialist, "you mean as the Cow cries."
The judge leaned forward. "No," ha
cultural and commercial organizations write to the medical department, The Swift
Co., 214 fcwift Laboratory, Atlanta,
remarked, suavely, "he means us the
filled Faneuil hall today at the einhtti Specific
Ja.
fly crows."
Beware of any attempt to sU you someannual meeting of tne. New England
else for the blood.
Then all three looked at one an
Many
people
thing
Dr.
Federation of Rural Progress.
have been Imposed upon by having some
feeling that BometiiiBg was
other,
mixture palmed off on them. Ask
Joseph L. Hills, dean of the agricul- mineral
for S. S. R and insist that & S. S. ia wrong somewhere.
tural department of the University of what you propose to get.
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WRITER FROM VERA CRUZ GETS
COLD CHILLS WHEN HE SEES
i

MARINES

SWIMMING

The City of Mexico, March C As
one of a series of articles entitled
"Face to Face With the Phantom,"
dealing with the overshadowing presence of the power of the United
States in Mexican affairs, El Pais, a
newspaper of this city, publishes an
account of the antics of the American
marines stationed at Vera Cruz, as observed by its correspondent. Some
interesting sidelights are thrown on
the Mexican attitude toward the United States. The athletic prowess of
the American marines overawed the
Mexican writer, who said:
"Today we had an opportunity to
see the landing of American marines.
They came ashore to take a bath
along the shore and exercise their
muscles. We already had noticed the
robust appearance of all of them, but
had not imagined that muscular development could reach such wonder- iuj proportions. They are fullblooded
athletes. They- have been educated
along the best lines of physical cul
ture.
"Their bull necks, their biceps like
those of boxers, their ample thoraxes.
their thick thighs and calves show a
harmonious and magnificent develop
ment. The greater part are very
young, scarcely more than 25 years.
Now they jump Into the sea. Expert
swimmers, they go long distances,
playing merrily like so many children.
All the American marines fully em
body the fullest meaning of that
phrase: "Mens sane in corpore sano."
"They are tireless in sports, and
we see some of them coming back to
the shore and running after one another, the foremost jumping back into the sea, and avoiding his pursuers
amid the hearty laughter of the rest.
"Brutal in their play, they are worthy scions of the Saxon ace, still barbarous and young in. its journey
through the worlcL We forsee that the
future Is theirs ; that the future opens
Its doors to let them enter. They
are the conquerors, the modern Romans. We feel decadent, old, puny
sprouts.. of old races which also know
epochs of supreme splendor.
"For this American people, life has
scarcely commenced. Even here near
the sea, where the air is as pure and
invigorating as that of the first days
of the world, where the strengthening
breeze tonifies our tired organizing
our physical weakness presents a
marked contrast with the robust vitality of the men of the north.
"We anxiously ask of ourselves
whether we are destined to be the
prey of the northern men. They possess everything: warships, cannons,
young and vigorous soldiers, money
and the number. There are 100 mil'
lion of them.
"And hope and our invincible faith
cry to us that they will not conquer,
because they are not in thai right and
they have no heart. The moral quali
ties in which our soldiers abound such
as the spirit of sacrifice, the stolidity
before death, and many otherB, are
unknown to the Americans.
"Some one has sard that these are
virtues of weak nations, because the
strong ones are egotistical and have
no need of such qualities. Well, this
weakness is our strength. These men
whom we contemplate, live too well
to know how to die. They have many
reasons to love life, and It is a sure
thing that they hate war with its
consequent horrors. Everything confirms this. The recruiting in the United States la very difficult Even at
the present moment, when it is indispensable, in view of the circumstances in which they have placed
themselves, to keep veterans on
board, we see that they have just sent
to Vera Cruz the substitutes for those
who have completed their terms, and
these substitutes are recruits obtain"
ed In some way at Key West or
Guan-tanamo.-

5

Avoid

Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for an inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops nulckly
if not checked and bronchitis, lasriupe
and pneumonia are daneerous possibilities; Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's TToney and Tar is
safe, pure and certain In results. Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
NEW

COMMANDER

YACHT

FOR

London, March 6. Flans for the
state visit which King George and
Queen Mary are to pay to President
Poincare In Paris next month 'are
The
completion.
rapidly Hearing
trip across the channel will be wi'e
in the royal yacht Victoria aid Albert
The royal yacht will he in !, .? '
of Commander George Tomlia. who
of the
was navigating command'-r

Or anything else that
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generally difficult to bake with
economy and success
you'll
find cue heaping teazpoonful cf
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more efficient, purer and cacr
to use than any other Baking
Power obtainable at any price.
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Prisoners killed, 2,500 to 3,800.
steamship Medina when she conveyed
their majesties, to India for the durNoncombatants killed, (not foreign
bar. Announcement of Commander ers) 4,000 to 6,000.
Totnlin's assignment to the Victoria
Foreigners killed, 1,000 to 1,100.
and Albert has just been made.
He divides the foreign deaths, a(
follows :
Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
Chinese
There is nothing more discouraging Americans

than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
About one year ago, ' says P. H.
Beck, of Wakeloe, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any num
ber of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
MEXICO'S

to
to
to
to
to

50
223,

23-- ,
Spaniards
2&'
French
30
70
Germans
&
English
Mr.
am
"I
giving these tables,"
Seaman said, "because I want the
truth to be known about Mexico. Much.'
information here has been colored
The public can draw its own conclu
sions."

DEATH RECORD

1

Kansas City, Mo., March 6. M. H.
Seaman, who has lived in Mexico the
last nine years, has compiled what he
believes to be the only table showing
the deaths and casualties in Mexico
since the day Madero took the field
against Diaz.
Mr. Seaman, who formerly was professor of chemistry and metallurgy at
the Missouri School of Mines at Holla,
Mo., has been managing mining property In Mexico for foreign companies,
but he has not been there since Oc
tober 1, when he left Sonora.
He was in Kansas City yesterday
and made public his table. The list
was compiled from the files of the
newspapers in El Paso, Tex., where
the Mexican situation is handled in
minute detail. He says there probably are a few errors in his figures,
but contends they are approximately
correct The losses on both sides are
represented in the following list;
Killed in tattle, 1,200 to 1,800.
Wounded and killed after battle,
3,600 to 5.000.
,

t

450
300
300
15

f

"Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for tha
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe sntt
pneumonia are to be feared and a voided. Foley's Honey and Tar ia a great
family medicine that will quickly stopi
a cough, check the progress of a coid
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It Is safe, pure ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer and ReJC,
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Special

GENERAL KIRBY-SMITJacksonville, Fla., March 6. Bids
for the statue of General E. Kirby- - (
Smith, which Florida proposes ta f
place in the hall of fame in the ua-tional capitol at Washington, were, I
opened in this city today. The statu
is to be of bronze and will represent
the famous soldier in military uni- -l
was oua
form. General Kirby-SmUof the great Florida leaders in the
confederate army and was especially I
active In Texas and the west, wtemf
he was in command of the cosfeder-- i'
a to forces during the closing year ;
;
of the war.
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Heat without fire is the electric way.
These little stoves get hot at the turn of a
disk stove gets red
switch the four-inhot in two minutes. You can cook, fry or
boil anything on these stoves, anywhere,
anytime.
An egg and a bit of bacon, can be
cooked so quickly thit cr.c of th : V J."
disk stoves should be Li cv.ry vrlr. I L. p
By tlio v.aj', yc
ch
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Then he could get an Indefinite postr
ponement of Ms case by suggesting
to tiie court that it was inconvenient
to hia lawyer to appear. Kansas City
Star.

SCHOOLS AND i AKDKMNG.

proper direction, they might make, on
these back yards and vacant lots,
enough to support themselves and
more; at the same time they would
be kept from vice and would gain
habits of industry. Incidentally negro quarters would be changed from
places of ugliness to places of beauty.
''Probably one of the most valuable
results of this plan would, be to make
it easy for most children to attend
school three or four years longer than
they now do, a thing more and more
desirable, since education for life and
citizenship ia our industrial civic and
social democracy cannot be obtained
before the age of adolescence. If a
child can contribute to its support
while in school, it may remain in
school much longer than If it must be
carried as a dead weight until it quits
school to go to work.
"Compared with the results, the
cost will be Inconsiderable. No addi
tion to the number of teachers will be
required. It will only be necessary to
require different preparation for one
teacher iu each school."
In the estimates submitted .to con
gress by the commissioner of educa
tion for the support of the bureau in
the next fiscal year an item of $5,700
is included to enable the bureau to
begin the introduction of this kind of
work in the sdiools of the United
States. The commissioner believes
that it will only be necessary to work
out details of plans and to present
them to school officers, together with
full information in regard to results
of somewhat similar work already
done at various places.

the banks by hydraulic pressure and
is sluiced, leaving the gold and the
black sand. This i treated and the
Several good sized
gold separated.
nuggets are being exhibited to show
the products of this process and Cincinnati as well as Colorado parties
have become interested.
Should this process prove the solution, then it is certain that northern
New Mexico win rival in gold produc
tion any of the famous Alaskan districts and every stream and rivulet
will become the scene of active operations, but especially the Chama and
the upper Rio Granse, On the Tusas,
successful placer operations, have been
carried on for years.

Home gardening directed by the
M. PADGETT.
...Editor. school is offered by rr. P. P. Claxton,
United States commissioner of education, as a soldttau for some of the
most pressing educational and economic problems in city and suburban
life. Dr. Claxtoii" would have every
Eafered at the postofflce at East vacant town lot transformed into a
smm Vegas, New Mexico, for
garden, where boys and girls would
through the United States raise vegetables, berries? and fruit for
as second c!as matter.
pleasure and for profit. He would
A pain in the- side or back that
have one teacher in the community
catches you when you straip:htn up
In
the
months
twelve
year
employed
calls for. a rubbing application of BAJ-TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
to teach elementary science In school
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxeg
Dally, by Carrier
the contracted muscles and permits
and direct the home garden work
I .'5 after school, on, Saturdays and during
motion without suffering or inconven
&r Copy
ience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
.15
Week
Or
summer
vacation.
the
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.
.65
Month
Oa
"Of the 13,000,000 children be-Adv.
7.50
t
Year
tween the ages of 6 and 20 in the
Dally, by Mail
cities, towns, manufacturing villages
$6.00
tffse year (in advance)
and suburban communities of the
SANTA FE COMPLETES
- 3.00 United States," says Dr. Claxton, "not
fsfx Months (in advance)
7.50
Tee Tear (in arrears)
more than 15 per cent are away from
3.75
3?x Months (in arrears)
A MODEL OF EXHIBIT
home during the summer vacation or
employment
engaged in regular
Th remaining 85 per cent remain at
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
THE BIG RAILROAD Wl.'. HAVE
GROWER
home without any useful, healthful,
DISPLAY AT THE
C.-.- e
12.00
Tcsr
productive occupation requiring any
r ,, A NOVEL
SAN DIEGO FAIR
- 1.00 large part of their time. On the
Months
other hand, there is much valuaDie
Albuquerque, N. M., March 5. Her
land In back yards and vacant lots
Mall
In
Advance
for
,
(Cash
man
Schweizer, manager of the Harthat is serving no useful purpose.
Subscriptions)
curio
business returned last night
vey
and
land
this
to
bring
Toemlt by check, draft or money The problem is
from JCansas City yid Chicago where
o
children
these
together.
w4er. If eenl otherwise we will not
he has been in" conference for the
A STATE FLOWER?
"In every school and community
responsible for loss.
Santa Fe. N. M., March
A ballot past week with Santa Fe officials relteacher
one
at
least
should
be
there
Epeelmen copies five on application
who knows"gardening, both theoreti to be cast on Arbor day by all the ative to the Santa Fe s big display at
the San Diego exposition. The Santa
cally and practically. This teacher school children of New Mexico for a
AT should teach
Fe is to
state
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
was
closely with New
ordered
forethis
flower,
the elementary sciences
'
EXPIRATION OF TIME
in the echools during the school noon by the committee appointed by Mexico in its display, which adjoins
PAID FOR
hours and should, dut of school hours, the state board of education. The and occupies the whole north end of
direct the home gardening of the committee consists of Miss ftlanette the exposition grounds. The New
between the ages of 7 or 8 Myers of Santa Fe, and Superintend- Mexico building is to be a reproducchildren
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
14 or 15. If possible the teacher ent J. L. G. Swinney of Aztec, San tion of the old church at Acoma. The
Wffgest daily and weekly circulation and
should
have-- the assistance of an ex Juan comity. Miss Myers is receiving Santa Fe's display will be a Pueblo
New
at any newspaper in northern
enclosed In high adobe walls,
pert gardener, so that the work can a large number of letters each day vilage,
Mexico.
be done in the most practical and suggesting a state flower or objecting and in the background a splendid
to somo flower already mentioned. minature of a section of the Painted
profitable way. The teacher and the
TELEPHONES
Strong objections were filed today Desert The entire display will cover
children
the
should
help
gardener,
...M...Maln 2 find the plots of ground in bade to the cosmos. A new candidate for five acres and will be carried out as
business Office ...
true to the original as possible.
Main
Mewl Department
yards, front yards, and vacant lots favor suggested in one letter was the nearly
near their homes best suited for gar- Indian Paintbrush, found throughout Hopi and Zuiil and Pueblo Indians will
do much of the work of finishing the
dening work, aid them by some co- the state.
FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1914.
A very strong case was made out In exhibit, building the houses after their
to
lots
the
have
method
operative
a letter from Mrs. Florence Bartlett of own methods of architecture, and the
properly plowed and prepared for
'
to
select
them
THE NORMAL I'Al'EU
seeds, San Acacio, Socorro county, for the Santa Fe's section will be beyond
cultivation, help
most
the
Pentstemon
Barbatus Torreyi, found question,
interesting in the
show them how to plant, cultivate
to
in
tourist.
the
all
of
exposition,
state
counties
the
called
so
as
to
and
best
school
obtain the
The first number of the
pa and harvest,
In Kansas City Mr. Schweizer had
the liberty flower, because it is found
w issued by the members of the results. '
wax model of the plans made, after
a
in
white
red,
and
blue
varieties.
"Vegetables, berries and fruits
"Trigonian society of the Normal came
In fact, Mrs. Bartlett, who was for- drawings by Chapman, of the New
out this morning. The paper is an grown should be used first as food
a resident of Santa Fe and of Mexico archaeological museum at
;igm-pagsneei, uevoiea emireiy iu for the children and their families; merly
and is an auvhority on New Santa Fe. The wax model was taken
Clayton,
be
marketed
should
the
contains
then
of
scnool.
It
the
surplus
doings
Mexico
wild
flowers, writes that they to Chicago where it was approved by
hart story of great Interest,' a fine to the best advantage. Through the
are
the
handsomest
and most widely the railroad officials, and' will be recan
be
done
xa
the
teacher
this
on
"The Story of Malhematies," help of
:y
distributed
wild
flowers in New Mexi produced In plaster for the guidance
way. Ten or fifteen
jokas of all kinds, notes from the dif- - in a
co
that
and
has found purple of the architects and contractors.
she
ft
each
cents
j rent classes,
worth of vegetables
notes,
day
Construction is to begin in the near
story of the basketball teams trip to from the gardrens of each of 200 chil specimens on the Pecos Baldy, laven
,
future.
der
blossoms
at
in
white
amount
or
In
to
the
$20
$30.
Clayton,
Santa Fe, a story on the Annual, and dren would
Mr.
Schweizer
leaves tonight for
cliff
ones
red
Pajarito
summer
and
the
the
dwelling
when
news.
fall
park,
surplus
iormUory
The first edition shows that this is large and cannot be marketed to In every county and blue specimens Grand Canyon where he Will superin many sections. She also suggests vise the installing of furniture in the
jpaper will be a first class periodical advantage, the teacher should direct
so new canyon observatory building. The
in every way and that the students and help the children in canning and the gilia flower,, or "Forty-Seven,- "
mra
and alive to the needs preserving for winter use or for sale.. named In honor of New Mexico being building is practically complete and
stato in the union it is expected that it will be ready for
HDf the school. The merchants of the The canning! and tomato clubs of the; the
own have advertised freely in the southern states have already shown and also found in red, white and blue opening to the public thg first of next
specimens. Mrs. Bartlett Is an ao- - week. Wallace Hesselden of Albuquerjjages of the paper and by this means what can, be done in this way.
; are
difficult
to
re
estimate the
"It is
cuuipusnea arust wno nas made a que built the building which is absohelping to support It. This paper
ils called the Trigonian News because sults of this plan when it shall be in specialty of painting the wild flowers lutely unique. It is perched right on
at Is issued by the Trigonian society. full operation throughout the country. of the southwest, has written an ex- the rim of the canyon, with a straight
This publication has an able staff For the children it will mean health, haustive volume on them and also drop of 2,000 feet beneath it, and
and promises to deliver the goods. strength," joy in work, habits of in contributed to the magazines on this commanding an unobstructed view of
'IFrank H. H. Roberts, Jr., Is the editor dustry, an understanding of the value and other eujects, having recently the canyon fir thirty miles, in each
in chief with Frank Landau as assis- of money, as measured In terms of completed a play like the California direction. It is equipped with a powtant The business etaff la composed labor, and such knowledge of the phe Mission play, but taking New jlexico's erful telescope and ra built from the
so constructed that
f LeRoy Brown, Frank Condon and nomena and forces pf nature as mast colonial history as the background native rock, and
when
trees
and
vines
have been plantfor
drama.
the
h.ad
most
debe
for an understanding of
Fred Hagelberg. Each class and
ed, it will appear from the El Tovar
The
of1 their1' school lessons.
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a
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or
flower
will
a
school
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reporter
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side almost as if it grew on the can1
whose business It Js to see that all also learn. s&mftthing at least of the dered today will undoubtedly create
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fundamental
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aaews concerning that department gets
principle
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reached by a Covered passage
'
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fitted with all the comforts of
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It Is good to
living; must, by
club. It will be especially Valu
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"Normal taking hold ni ahowing their kind of' labor! of head, hand or heart,
able for use of sightseers during
LOOKING FOR GOLD;
This contribute. to the common, wealth as
interest by printing 3
6.
. Santa
March
On
the Biormy or com weatner, ana maices
,.Fe,
is the first paper to be Issued by the much as he takes from it; must pay
a
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agoing the canyon possible the year
of
a
of
QoV
golden
in
some kind of coin.
Normal students for over 10 years and for what he gets
in complete comion.
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a
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party
"This
full
in
H
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become
will
that
Is
firmly
it hoped
operation
plan
noon
an
hotel
auto
this
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established.
probably do more toward keeping
O
J ft.
young children; out of the factories mobile with Surveyor John H. Walk
and mills than all of the child labor er and son Douglas,, and Y. J. Stroud ELLIS
CONVICTED
"YOUR HONOR, MY
laws on the statute nooks. A boy"lO of Denver, and 3. 3. Maier of Cuchlllo,
,
BCSX'-,LAWYER
men
IS
well.Jtnown
mining
or 12 years of a.ge,iwith a quarter of Siera, county,
oi
an acre of ground, working under care and experts ia .their line.
U1FE
The case against tne Alberta hotel ful direction,-- ; can produce- - more for
The destination, of the party is the
as an immoral resort goes over be- the support of the family than could placer beds of the Rio Grande above
cause the proprietor's lawyer is ,. J;wy. be purchased with the child's wages Embiido,.;Taoa county,, and they inA lawsuit or a (prosecution,, never from the mill. Children should not tend to locate as much as the law al CINCINNATI LEATHER MANUFAC
" TURER IS GIVEN 13 YEARS
""goes over" because a dentist is busy, be ground la the mills nor sweated in lows. The&e placer beds have been
IN PRISON
or a plumber Is busy, or a bricklayer the factories; their strength should pronounced to carry a fabulous
is busy.
not be sapped and their nerves rack amount of gold in the aggregate, but
March 6. William Cheney
; Chicago,
The courts are run for the lawyers. ed by
working in the heat and dust fortunes have, been, vainly spent to
"We have gotten so used to that, that of
EJHa, the Cincinnati leather merchant
the
the
from
gold
segregate
gravel
all
should
children
Indoors, yet
It really seems captious to point it out learn to work; it is good for them and the Mack sand3. They are many who was convicted ; yesterday and
r complain.
and they joy in it. Tovwork with Its feet in depth and many of them cov- punishment fixed at 15 years' impris
lint Dean Lav; Ron, a jurist, has told feet in the soil, itssbead in the sun- er the ancient bejl of the Rio Grande, onment for the murder of his wife In
x'i . j.! c ty audiences that if an Eng-...'- x
with good but now form step banks some dis a Chicago hotel last October, today
shine, and lta lungs-.'filleJiii'.o should be told that a de- - fresh air is not a bad thing for any tance from the stream.
occupied a cell in the county Jail
tributaries
s lawyer was busy In another
of
the
of
the
''iit
awaiting action on a motion for a
upper
Many
healthy child.'; ",?
the 3 idga would eay, "I haven't
"This plan wiil also do much to Rio Grande carry goid in vast quanti- new trial.
to do w!i.h t! :.t. This case wive the problem-- of the idle negro. ties, running itjto the billions of .dolGeorge Remus, Ellis' counsel, indi
' - t I If you saven't a lawyer A
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i
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Dur- present, having installed machinery, tiary without appealing to a higher
i i hi
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And, by the. way, speaking of ing bv 1
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TOLLS EXEMPTION

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 6. Heavy selling
of a few stocks caused general depres
sion today.,,; Chesapeake and Ohio's
decline reached five 'points by noon
and Baltimore and Ohio was down
Both of these stocks; were sold, heavily
"'"i
by London.
The appearance of further unfavor-

REPEAL BILL

IEP0RIED

:

2.

(Continued From Page One.)'
tainly not expect our government to
and
force those issues in a
contentious spirit The only material
point for us to consider is whether if
the United States was a
in this affair we could do anything better for ourselves than it is endeavoring
to do for us. To that question there
is none but negative answer.
. "We greatly deprecate all efforts in
this country to force the United States
into an adventurous policy out of keeping with President Wilson's Ideas."
The Pall Mall Gazette says:
"President Wilson's action sweetens
the atmosphere of international relations between us and our kin on the
other side of the Atlantic. We may
question, if we will, the wisdom with
which the high moral principle guiding president Wilson has been applied
to Mexican questions and others, but
in all matters we shall henceforth feel
confidence that insofar as he controls
affairs of state they will be conducted
as by one who having sworn unto his
him not,
neighbor, disappointeth
though it were his own hindrance."
chop-logic-

LATIN-AMERICA-

WORRIED

SCARCITY OF NEWS FROM BRAZIL
IN
CAUSES APPREHENSION
CAPITAL
,

Latin-America-

We

have many odd
sets of plated silver
and table service
that is first in quality but to clean up
the patterns we will
make

attractive

prices
This is an opportunity to secure first
quality plate at low'
est prices

Ask to See

the Knives
That

fill

'

............

Washington, March 6. Early diplo
matic dispatches and other official ad
vices today contained no further news
of the revolutionary disturbances in
Brazil. Three larke cities Rio,
and Petropolis declared in a
state of siege because of revolution- aryary movements In three great
states, caused a good deal of uneasin
ness In the
colony.
The negro population, which is nearly 80 per cent of the total in Brazil,
is a serious factor in the present situation. Various causes are assigned
for the unrest, which began about a
year ago in the state of Pernambuco.
Ambassador Dagama was today awaiting cables containing more informa.
"
tion.
No word was received as to whether
Brazil held its presidential elections
last Sunday, the day fixed by the
constitution. Tbe only, candidate of
any importance in the field to succeed
May 43 ', July 40.
President De Fonseca was Dr. Perecia
Pork, May $21.62; July $21.70.
Gomez, representing the conservative
Lard, May $10.80; July $11.
republican party as his opponent, Ruy
Ribs, May $11.55; July 111.65.
Barbosa having withdrawn recently.
Ambassador Dagama of Brazil said
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK:
today that he had beard of some trouKansas City, March 6. Hogs, , re
ble in the state,
Ceara, which he
had thought locals-whilhe had re- ceipts 2,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
ceived several recent messages from higher. Bulk $8.358.60; heavy $8,50
the governor of Para, in which the lat- 8.60; packers and butchers $8.40
Nlch-thero-

Silver

able railroad reports for January and
the poor showing in gross made by
various lines in the last week of February also weakened the railroad list,
which relatively was (heavier than the
industrials. Prices fell away steadily
until there were numerous losses of 1
to 4 points. General Motors lost four
points, and Kansas and Texas preferred nearly as much, the latter stock
reaching the lowest figure since 1908.
k
Bonds were easy.
The market closed steady: The
day's low prices were made in tiie final
half hour when St. Paul slumped at a
rapid rate 'and lost four points.' The
stock was sold on allegations by an
of the interstate comexaminer
merce commission that Irregularities
had been discovered In the company's
'
financial statements.
The; last sales frere:
72
Amalgamated Copper
...101
Sugar'
Atchison
964
,
..163
Reading
Southern Pacific . . . . i'i . . . t . .'. . . 92
i ...... . . .156
Union Pacific
63
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.. ... .. . . .109

pathy with Liverpool, but offerings
proved to be light and scattered. Prices rallied quickly on buying, due somewhat to the fact that receipts northwest showed an unexpectedly sharp
falling off. Opening figures, which varied from last night's level to
cent lower, were followed by a general
advance. The close was steady,
net higher.
Vi
In the corn crowd, predictions that
receipts during March and April would
not be more than a third of the
amounts a year ago helped to bring
about an upturn. Quotations, after
cent up,
cept off to
starting
made an all around ascent. The close
above last
was steady, a shade to
night.
Talk of Canadian competition had
some effect on the oats market. Firmness of other cereals, however, check
"
'
' " ' ':
ed the bears.
Higher prices for hogs gave provi
sions a lift First sales- were 2 to 5
cents higher, and there was a subse
quent further gain. The closing .quo
tations were as follows:
Wheat, May 93; July 87;r
Corn, May 67; July 66,'

y

'
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Cut . . . .
After Lent you will

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 6. Wheat devlope'd
strength today in spite' of weak' cables1.
The market at first was easier in sym

N

COLONY

si

need meat knives
agjain and these can
be sharpened

Taupert
Jeweler

8.60; lights
it".
8..

$8.258.50;

pigs ?7.253

Cattle, receipts 700. Market strong.
Prime feed steers $8.609.35; dressed
beef steers $7.25 8.50; western steers
$78.75; southern steers $6.508;
cows $4.357.75; heifers $6.759;
stockers and feeders $68; bulls $6
7.50; calves $6.5010.50.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market strong.
Lambs $77.60r yearlings $6g6.75;
wethers $5.255.75; ewes $55.50.
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EXPRESS BRINGS THE SEASON'S
NEWEST CREATIONS EVERY DAY

aid Lsrs
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CI3TEEES BATS

GAGE

-

Parisian Gowns

The Rarest and Best Productions Ever Shown.

In All the New

feOFilLLluB

Shades

Get in touch with the correct
hat styles.

TANGO

$5.50 TV !5,CiL

See the Latest

Arrivals
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SILKS

AMETHYST

COATS

FOOTWEAR
MAHOGANY
1

AMERICAN
RUSSIAN

'

SUITS
A most complete assemblage
of Swell Pumps. Come and
profit by the splendid variety

BEAUTY
GREEN

GLOVES
fi

of sizes and styles.

$22.50 lo$45

UNDERWEAR
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BOYS' CLOTIHNG
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Doughnuts
That will remain moist.

PERSONALS

Every housewife who bakes her own
bread knows that if a little potato Is added
to the sponge, the bread will not dry out
D. J. Cassidy of Mora came in last as
quickly. In this recipe potato Is utilized
that will remain moist
night and wllj remala hero for a to make doughnuts
and fresh for several days.,, e
,
J
ehort tlma on business.
K C will be found to have distinct adF. M. Williams of Trinidad came
over any other Baking Powder
business vantages
in last night and will b
for doughnuts. K C is a double acting
visitor here for a short time.
baking powder with which a large batch of
Mr. and Mrs" M. A. Van Houten of doughnuts may be mixed and fried a few at
The last will be as light and nice
Shoemaker came in last night for a aas time.
the first
tew days' visit in Las Vegas.

,

,

'Murray 6arleton Jr., left this afternoon for ,,.St Louie, where he will
visit his parents for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Duran of Chicago
arrived in Las1 Vegas last night and
will be visitors here for the next few
days.
F, P. Kannt, representative for the
J. S. Brown Mercantile, company fof
Denver, was ,a businass visitor here
i
today.
ILL. Shipman of Raton was a bus- -'
iness visitor in Las Vegas today. He
is connected with the Santa Fe Railway company.
Frank Owen, manager of the Santa
Fe Water and Light company at Santa Fe, came in last night for a brief
business visit
J. A. Itutherledge came in yesterday afternoon from Watrous and will
be a business visitor here for the
next few days.
,
David Flint, a well known resident,
returned this week from 'California,
where he has been visiting for the
past several months.
Mr. and Mrs. A. II. Benson, of
Calesburg, 111., are in Las Vegas and
will be visitors here for some time.
They arrived last night.
E. LrBarker, a son of S. L. Barker
f Beulah, came in last night from his
present home at Tres Ptedras for a
lew days' business visit.
C. P. Walker of Wichita, Kas., arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a visitor here with friends and
relatives for the next several days.
B. Buhler of Marian, Ind., arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will remain here for several months. He
will visit J. T. Buhler of this city, his
'
nephew.
G, W. Hite,- employed at the P. J.
Kmenaker jewelry store a&'a watchmaker, left last night for Kansas
ity, where he will visit friends and
relatives for the next few weeks, i
Eugenio Romero of Mora came in
5ast night for a short business visit,
lie is a member of the board of
of the New Mexico Normal University and attended a meeting of that
body today.
CV- - W.
Baldridge arrived In Las
last
night from Chicago and
Vegas
will bo a business visitor here for a
few days. He is connected with the
Santa Fe Railway company with ofi
fice in Chicago.'
Miss Hannah- - Friedman returned
Sast night from Santa Fe, where she
Tias been visiting for the pas8ev-era- l
weeks. Miss Friedman has peen
n
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
during her stay In Santa Fe.
J. N. Cook will leave this evening
for California, where he1 will attend
an official session of the grand lodge
of the Fraternal Brotherhood. Mr.
Cook waa selected by the local lodge
to represent it at Los Angeles at the
grand session next week.
Waldo Twitchell, son of Colonel
Ralph E.' Twitchell, assistant solicitor
for the Santa Fe Railwaiy company,
returned last night to his home in
Phoenix, Ariz. Mr. Twitchell Is interested " in a cotton plantation In
Arizona and was in Las Vegas on business connected with it and for a visit
with friends and relatives
-

'

K C Potato Doughnuts
By Mrs.
School fame.

'

'

"

Briggs,

of

Baking

,

Si cups flour: S eggs; 1 cup
sugar; i level teaspoowfvla
K C Baking Powder; i
salt; i teaspoonful
mace; - 1 cup cold mashed
potato- J cup milk, or more

j

neeaea.

Fat for frying should not he hot enough
to brown the doughnut until it ha risen,
When the doughnut is dropped into the fat
it sinks to the bottom. As soon as it comes
up it should be turned and turned a number
This recipe is exof times while cooking.
cellent as they do not take the fat in frying
and will stay moist for days.
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown of Val
mora; droe, in this morning in their
automoDue for a snort siay.
Daniel Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. W, Kelly, came in this afternoon
,

from Trinidad for a few days' stay.
W. C. Howard of Trinidad came in
yesterday evening and will be a business visitor here for a short time.
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned this
afternoon from Las Cruces, where he
has been on legal business for a short
time.
Dr. E. F. Tngalls, president of the
Valmora sanitarium, passed through
Las Vejas recently on his way to
California from Chicago. Dr. W. T.
Brown of Valmora accompanied Dr. In
galls as far as Lamy.
Right Rev. F. B. Howden, the recent
iy appointed Episcopal bishop for New
Mexico, came in this afternoon for a
short visit with Rev. J. S. Moore of
this city. Bishop Howden came from
Albuquerque and will return to that
place this evening. He wiU'vislt Las
Vegas again in the near futuro and
make an extensive stay.

BOYS PUNISHED FOR

STEALING RABBITS
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NOT ANXIOUS

FOR A VOTE NOW
THEY WANT SENATE TO WAIT BE.
FORE TACKLING SUFFRAGE
AMENDMENT

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

Mrs. O. H.

P. Belmont served notice on Senator

Aehurst today that the suffragists
would declare war on him if he permitted the woman suffrage constitutional
amendment to go to a vote In the Ben-at-e
at this time when there is doubt
that it might command the necessary
s
vote.
"If you allow the woman suffrage
amendment to go to a vote now," Mm
Belmont telegraphed, "I shall consider
you false to our interests and shall
not hesitate to make the fact known In
important places. Those who have
asked you to push the amendment to a
vote now are not genuinely interested
in Its immediate success. They are
progressives and ara' using you. Beware of their advice. We expect you
to represent us, not them."

FIVE YOUTHS CAPTURED AFTER
RAIDING THE ROSENWALD
BACK YARD
.

,

PLANS

SAN FRANCISCO FAIR MANAGEMENT EXPECTS SOMETHING
UNUSUAL

San Francisco, March 6. The United States government is preparing a
series of elaborate exhibits for the
Panama-PacifiInternational exposition, which will be far more comprehensive than any display ever made
by It before and will present a complete record of ,the activities of the
government in behalf of the people
during the last decade. The exhibits
will be distributed among all of the
various exhibit palaces and will show
every phase of the government's acti
vities.
of a sightseeing trip
A feature
through Washington, D. C, always is
a visit to the United States treasury,
where the actual making of paper
notes and coin is shown. A reproduction of this part of the treasury will
be brought to San Francisco and visitors to the exposition will be enabled
to witness the actual manufacture of
Cnited States coin in one of the exhibit palaces. The machinery that
turns out millions of dollars a day will
be taken direct from une of the United States mints to the exposition and
every detail of the mintage displayed.
P'ew realize Just what the United
States fish commission is doing for
he American people, and the govern
ment is now preparing the construction of an aquarium and, in connection
with it, the hatchery in which the various stages of development from the
fish will be
spawn to the
c

two-third-

that keeps

commission

the streams and lakes stocked with
the edible fishes and by scientific
brooding prevents the extinction of
species. The spawn are hatched- - In
numbers ranging into the billions, yet,
despite the remarkable care with
which they are handled, only a small
percentage of these ever attain maturity. Large cana of the eggs and
the hatched fish are transported from
and
the hatcheries to the streams
must be fed with air every few moments. This requires constant care and
exceptional knowledge. The visitor to
this particular exhibit will 'be taken
and
through various'; departments
shown the hatching of the eggs, the
means of transportation and finally,
the immsence aquarium now (being
constructed.

A'lOlT

.

Two robbers,
amed with revolvers, held up John Lucas, paymaster of the Brown Shoe company, this afternoon, and robbed him
of about $14,000. The theft took place
in front of a factory of the company,
after whlh the bandits, leaped into
Lucas automobile and escaped. They
commanded the chauffeur to drive
them to a street car hound for the
north limits of th city. They (boarded
the' car and told Che chauffeur not to
follow them.
Paymaster Lucas went to a (bank
this afternoon and drew the money
with which to pay 'the factory employ
es. Later he went in an automobile
to the factory, stepped from th car
and turned to take two valises containing the money from the automobile. As his back was turned the robbers rushed toward him and covered
him with revolvers.. Lucas escaped
into the factory, but left the money in
the machine.
Later two men supposed to be the
banlits got off a car in the south part
of the' city, each one carrying a valise.
Apparently they .had left ttioi north-bound car soon after boarding It, and
taken one in the oppo&lte direction.
St. Louis' March 6.

emi-
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The daily food lacks certain important elements; such as
the vital mineral salts, which are absolutely demanded for
the proper upkeep of body, brain and nerves.
OP?

5

IV

Supplies this Lack
This splendid food contains all the nutritive elements of
whole wheat and barley two of Nature's richest food grains-inclu- ding
the vital mineral salts, grown in the grain, and which
of the system.
are an absolute essential for normal
and cream to the meal for ten
Add a dish of Grape-Nut- s
days and eee what it does for you.
Grape-Nut- s
comes perfectly baked ready to eat from the
package fresh, crisp, and delicious.

WERE ATTACKED
Houghton, March 6. Attacks on
trains bearing imported workmen
were described today to the congres
sional investigators by witnesses for
the operators. Charles F. Dettman,
TRAINS

"There's a Reason" for
i

i

i

1

GRAPE-NUT-

S

sold by Grocers everywhere,

EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.

.Invites your account either Commercial or Sayins. We'pay 4 per cent oa .Savings
counts, on Checking Accounts 2 per cent

has been introduced in the United
States senate by Senator Gore of
i
'
Oklahoma.
'The committee on labor of the national house of representaties has reported favorably a bill to create a bureau of labor safety in the department
of labor.
The British admiralty has decided
that in the future the material for
all British warships must be purchased from firms paying; the trade unions
rate of wages.
The District court of Iowa has upheld the constitutionality of the teach
ers' minimum wage law and ruled that
criminal prosecution can be started
for1 Its enforcement.
James O'Connell, vice president of
the American Federation of Labor
and a member of the federal industrial relations committee, ' narrowly
missed losing his life in the Monroe
ship disaster.
The Missouri, Kansas and Texas
railway has Just signed a wage schedule with the Order of Railway Telegraphers for the first time Bince the
strike of telegraphers on its lines ten
years ago.
D. Campbell, for the past 13 years
third vice president of the Order of
Railroad Telegraphers, has retired
from the active work of his office to
engage in the practice of law.
Secretary of Labor Wilson, in his
first annual report, urges congress to
make an appropriation of $30,000 to be
used by conciliation commissioners to
defray their expenses in their efforts
to settle strikes.
Owing to the opposition of organized labor the city council of East St.
Louis, Bl., has unanimously appealed
an ordinance passed several months
ago legalizing the employment of city
prisoners on street work.

,

'

y

1.ABOR W0RLO

I

NOTES.

Q
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Switzerland employs about 65,000
men in her metal and machinery
.
trades.
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers
gained 638 new members in January,
' ' The (bartendera
ia Jtfontreaj fltiave
of a tiiion,
complete the, frsanaa.tJoje
'
The 'Illinois supreme court has declared tha workmen's- - compensation
- , ? - ,
law constitutional..,
' The Amei'icao Federation of Labor
reports Its present membership to be
'

2,540,526.

.

'

The University of Southern Califormaintains a
nia, In Los Angeles
course it), trade unionism.
law for women workThe eieht-hou- r
ers has been put into operation in the
District of Columbia,
The Chicago, Burlington and Quln-crailroad has granted its trainmen
wage Increases amounting to ?100,000
'"
a year.
A bill has been introduced in the
New Jersey legislature prohibiting the
employment of women and girls as
coremakers or moulJers ia foundries.
Tlw supreme court of tho United
States has rendered a decision decJar-Id- "
the Ohio woman's hours of labor
law to be constitutional.
A bill to prohibit Interstate commerce in the products of child labor

y

Ac-

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

'

f

Gross Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

'

shown.

Upon complaint of Cecilio Rosen- wald ' five boys were arrested this
morning, and brought before Justice
D. R. Murray to answer to a charge
of thievery. The boys pleaded guilty
to the theft of over 50 rabbits. Each
was fined $25 and costs of the case.
The f25 fine was suspended, but the
boys .were forced to pay the costs. ROBBERS BELIEVE SHOE
Farmers and others who live at a
The boys arrested were Alfredo Gar
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
cia, aged 12; Pedro Martinez, aged UAH OF LARGE
SNOW LINIMENT.- It may be needed
10 y?amfiSptdoval, aged 10; Pablo
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
Ltocro, aged if, and Rubin Ortega,
sprains and rheumatism. It is a powaged 12. The boys all reside east of PAYMASTER
FOR THE BROWN erful healing and penetrating remedy.
the Santa Fe tracks.
Price 25c, BOoand $L00 per bottle. Sold
COMPANY IN ST. LOUIS HELD
by central Durg Oo. Adv.
UP TODAY
,

PEOPLES BANIi"& TR.UST CO.
'

UNIQUE DISPLAY

It is the fish

SIG NAHM, Vice Pres

Liberal to its customers yet conservative in its management the

CONFERENCE REPORT ADOPTED
Washington, March 6. The conference report on the Alaska railroad bill
was adopted today by the house. It
now goes to the senate.

GOVERNMENT

CEO. H. HUNKER, Vice Pres
CECILIO ROSENWALD, Secretary
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Just Right for Backache and

niQ
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NIGHT
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"
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Rheumatism
f ,
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough
ly effective for backache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching Joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recom
mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says:
"My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finish
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."
,

-

:
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full-size-

Washington, March u6.

,

'

a mineral range railroad conductor,
testified that & or 60 shorts were
fired at a train one mile west of Hancock on the night of October 24, 1913.
Soldiers in the vestibules of the cars
returned the fire.
Chairman Taylor announced today
that some members gj the committee
would viit Calumet tomorrow to take
testimony on the Italian hall disaster.
The congressmen are anxious to leave
here Sunday for Chicago to begin
hearings there.

'

Sift three times, the flour, salt, spice and
Beat eggs with rotary
baking Powder.
beater, then still using rotary beater, gradually add sugar, then work in the mashed
potato with a spoon and alternately add milk
and flour mixture.
Make a soft douli, roll
into a sheet, cut into rounds, pinch a hole in
the center with the finger and fry in deep fat.

.

Bow-Tna-

Nevada
.

The robbery of the Rosenwald rabbit warren, which is located on
Seventh street in the rear of the Rosenwald residence, occurred Tuesday
and Wednesday nights. On Tuesday
night the boys took 27 Belgian hares
audi on Wednesday carried off 25
more, in addition to the boxes in
In which the rabbits were" lodged.
Mr. Rosenwald, following the discovery of his first loss, watched his
residence until 12 o'clock Wednesday
night, but in the morning he was informed by an employe of his household that 25 more rabbits were missing.
Chief of Police Ben Coles was noti-fiel-d
yesterday and last evening he
discovered the rabbits at the homes
of two of the boys of the gang of five.
He questioned them as to where they
got the animals and found that three
other boys had assisted in the theft.
Pablo Lucero, the oddest lad in the
gang, seems to have been the leader,
and in court this morning this was
noticed when all questions were turned over to Lucero by the remaining
four for an answer. It is said that
the Lucero boy, although comparatively young, already is given to stealing and should he be found commit
ting any more crimes he doubtless will
be sent to the state reform school at
'
Springer. '
Mr. Rosenwald has not recovered
all the rabbits stolen, and does not
expect to, as the boys undoubtedly
sold a number and possibly consumed
several in rabbit pies. About 20 hares
are missing.
The court room this morning was
a peculiar scene, On one side were
the mothers of the boys, who, with
their natural parental rove, were sympathetic rather than condemning,
while on the other side the boys'
fathers stood and from all appearances they were willing that strict
punishment be given. The case caused more interest among the people
residing across the, Santa Fe tracks
than has been known for some time,
as several minor robberies have
of late there which may be
traced back to these- same boys.

FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1914.
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A BIG TWO CADUCITY. SOOV
ST. PAUL LINE GUILTY
More Men, Women and Children. More Horses Posies,
, Dojfs audi Donkeys
The Largest STEEET PAE4DE of any Theatrical A!trad:n
in the World

OF "IRREGULARITIES"
MADE FALSE (STATEMENTS REGARDING INCOME OF PUGET
SOUND COMPANY

Washington, March 6. "Serious irregularities," in the accounting of the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St, Paul rail
way and its subsidiary, the Chicago,
Milwaukee and Puget Sound, were
charged in the report of an Interstate
commerce commssion Investigation to
day by Commissioner Harlan, which
makes the direct allegation that irreg
ularities In reports of operations submitted to the commission were made
for the purpose" of influencing favorably the disposition of St. Paul railway
:
s'ocurlties.
j
The irregularities disclosed by this
inquiry, Commissioner Harbin points
out, are similar to those disclosed by
the commission's Investigation, to the
financial operations of the New. Ha
ven and the Frisco system. '"Itsia
asserted, the "income 'of the Pug&t,
Sound was greatly eve stated, a variety of expendients being resorted to
for1 this purpose, and that the fictitious showing of income was used by
the officer of the Puget Sound company to aid in the sale of its bonds."
In the language of Commissioner
Harlan, "such delinquencies merit the

strongest

condemnation."'-

-

No reflection is mafia on the financial condition of the two roads, as the
results of their operation "must be
regarded as very favorable," but the
report says that "the accounts of
these companies hava nc correctly
shown the facte, a con'Iit on of affair
1
3 or
not creditable to the St 1
to their officers."
n of
The report says an cv; r
the conduct of tho St. 1' : . . ! '
that they were not euffick . t ' f i
with the requirements of t'e
in accounting waa not
ccptcd. Tho report points out teat
"recent years have witnessed ths exi
posure of glaring instance of
nancial wrecking of trau-.- n i' .!u a
.

'T-.-f-
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Special' School Children's Eldkce
;

Matinee Prices,

aSJ

SfarlbJ at 4 P. II.

Children under 13 years cl r;'3 Lr
PrirM. SI .1X1. 7Rr.

Aitiflis ILlf!. "NirfH
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Re served 'Se&t 'Sod

txt

Mjrpheys

agencies by those In positions of au- GOTHAM GOES BASEBALL Cf YT--'
New York, March 6. Baseball f.
thority," and that much of t this trouble might have been avoided had from the' Battery: to the Bronx v s
proper accounting methods been fol- astir early this morning in, anti,;;.
lowed.'
,' ..V
tion of the great welcome domcr. ij
The report will be served on every tion in honor of the returning Cla- - a
common carrier In the United States and White Sox from their globe trot.
with notice that the penalties of the Not since the world's championship
new law will be ; invoked not only series last fall h3 F.ich a f d t;
asalnst-uthaccounting officer, who baseball ehtljuafasin J,u-- n ttrr..' 3 loo
shall make, a wrongful . report, but on the metropolis. Iv". "rss of t'
visited with. heroes of the diamond v. ere o , I i 1
those penalties wily
even greater seventy on any one in store windows all alofc
above the accounting officer In au and baseball' was ih& t'.a; '.3 t . o
thority, who may thara in th.e respon- conversation la ;cl s, hUi i
sibility for any- euch actions of the other places "where men u
s '
accounting rules and regulations During the day the coma
which have been prescribed.
'.
charge of the big welcome la- to i given at the Hotel r.:!,.n-j- :
f
TO HOLD INDOOR MEET
morrow night put t'..
I ..
Washington, March 6. Georgetown's touches to their arrari-ynj.
"j
annual Indoor track meet, which Is to spread will be laid at
a ,
be staged in Convention Hall tomor- which means that it U f l ", t
5
row night, promises to ecvllpse all of "ebi tat'iu't" Ml tf t
I U
a:' I 5 ' ) v iE
its predecessors in tha attractiveness
of Its program
r.d t' "i V"? c ft I
'
t I
h i .vi of V 3 r
4 1
t t
Ms feature of tie t
- - 1
t? a
"1
1
n-ron
a relay
1 t'l t
.
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uformlty mUh
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t"..,
laws at the
f
y of New Mexico, passed at the
.
1
of the First
r.eguiur
uie'of sal-- i State for the year
":"!, xr'vision Is mada for the hold-- r
cf Special Elections to regulate
, 3 banor, sale and exchange of in.
deslg-I ating liquors In districts
ted within any county of New Mex-- i
been
, a.i 1 a proper petition having
fol- 1
the
of
electors
.
by qualified
"described District, within the
and Stato aforesaid:
y
Now, therefore, the Board of Couof the County of
nty Commissioners
'.Han Miguel. State of New Mexico, ou
this first Monday of February, A. D.
1314, in regular session, do hereby
.proclaim and give lublio Notice, that
& special election will be held within
the following described district, County of Saa Miguel. State of New Mexico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A. D.
1914, for the purpose of submitting
to the qualified electors of said district the questioia of whether or not
ihe barter, sale or exchange of intoxicating liquor9 shall be prohibited
ifcerein as provided by said Act,
.

.AS,

in
T3 of

-j

Su-sion-

are as

MIGUEL, STATU OF NEW MEXICO.
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
the question of whether or not Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

to-wi-t:

M,

Election Judges
L Pedro Eibcra, Pecos, N. M.
2. Jose Varela, Pecos, N, M.
3. Octavlano Segura, Pecos, N. M.
Election Clerks
1. Juaa B. Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
2. Agapito Maes, Pecos, N. M.
and except as herein otherwise provided, said abova Special Election
shall be held aud conducted as provided by law for general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 2nd day of February, A. D. 1914,
by the Board of County Commission
ers of the County ot san Miguel, New
Mexico, in open session.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEX-

trict
the barter, sale or exchange of

intox-

(SEAL)

icating liquors snail be prohibited
therein as provided by said Act,

me

1

NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice Is hereby given to all whom

District proposed to Be voted for
as Prohibition District.
AH of Precinct No. 21 which consists of School District No. 29
and School District No. 46, of the
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico, as bounded on the North with
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo; on the
South by the line that divides San
Miguel and Torrance Counties; on the
East with Precinct No. 2 La Cuesta,
and on the West by the line that divides San Miguel and Santa Fe Counties;
and the polling places designated
within such District and the election
ICO.
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. judges and clerks named to conduct
Attest: IXRENZO DELGADO, Cleric. said Special Election at such polling
d
place by order of the said Board
(Seal)
this day, are as follows,
Polling Place
PROCLAMATION
House of Jacobo Leyba, P. O. Ley-ba- ,
WHEREAS, in conformity with
N. M.
Chapter No. 78 of the laws of the
Election Judges
State of New Mexico, passed at the
S. Leyba, P. O. Leyba,
1.
Francisco
of
the First
District proposed tb be voted for as Second Regular Session
N. M.
State
the
said
for
of
year
Legislature
.Prohibition District,
2. Anastacio Sandoval, P. O. LeyAll of Precinct No, 9 which constats 1913, provision is made for the hold
N. M.
ba,
to
elections
21
of
School
regulate
and
special
ing
f School District No.
3.
Justiano Leyba, P. O. Leyba, N.
District No. 97, of the County of San the barter, sale and exchange of in M.
Districts
in
as
desigtoxicating liquors
Miguel, State of New Mexico,
Election Clerks
ftounded on the North by Precinct No. nated within any County of New Mex
1. Ilenriques Leyba, Leyba N. M.
7?; on the South by the Arroya de ico, and a proper petition having been
N. M.
IPecos; on the East, by Precinct No. filed by qualified electors of the fol LaPaz, Sandoval, Leyba,
otherwise
herein
as
within
and
the
except
62, and on the West by the line that lowing described District,
eaid labova Special Election
separates Santa Fe and San Miguel County and State aforesaid:
Now, Therefore, The Board of Coun shall be held and conducted a3 proCounties, or according" to the official
Tecords in the office of the County ty Commissioners of the County of vided by law for general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
on
Superintendent of said San Miguel San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
2nd day of February, A. D. 1914,
D.
this
A
of
this first Monday
February,
County:
the
Board of County Commissiondo
In
withhereby
1914,
by
session,
regular
nd the polling place designated
ers
the
of
that
County of San Miguel, New
in such District and the election proclaim and give Public Notice,
la'
within
Mexico,
held
will
open sesston,
election
be
a
conduct
to
named
special
Judges and Clerks
COMMISSIONsaid Special Election at such polling the following described district, Coun- BOARD OF COUNTY
COUNTY
OF SAN
THE
OF
Mex
ERS
New
of
renState
San
of
Miguel,
ty
place by order of the said Board

,.is

6, 1914.

ico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A. D.
follows,
1914, for the purpose of submitting
Foiling Place
House of Pedro Ribora, Pecos, N. to the qualified electors of said Dis-

dored this day,

IVDCLAMATION

MARCH

LOBBY

OPTIC

17AE3T

it may concern, that, the undersigned
was on the nineteenth day of Febru
ii
ary, A. D. 1914, appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Tina
C. Elston deceased.
All persons having claims against
the estate of said deceased1 must present them within the time prescribed
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- by law.
AGNES J. McKEE,
TISEMENT
Executrix.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
state 'of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
tf.
Lucas County,
No ad to occupy less space than two
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
All advertisements
charged
is senior partner of tne firm of F. J. lines
be
will
&
booked at space actually set
the
in
business
Co.,
Cheney
doing
City of Toledo, county and State afore without regard to number of words.
said, and that said firm will pay tne Cash In advlnce preferred.
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLAKS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this Gth day of Decem-

CO LU M N

len-dere-

-

to-vi- t:

0

Petten, Secretary.

:....

NO.
vv$KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Rm- jjs iar conclar
Tom- In

at

aniMttli

Jtm- -

'

corder.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LA3 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- Tocation
first Monday in

r

East Bound
Arrive

eacn month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No,
A. Brinegar. H. P.: u. n No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

..

2..
4..

7:20 p.
.11:64 p.
. 2:25 a.
. 1:35 p,
West

.

8..

VrftAft I nnB ..If I J
every Monday evening t
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
uremren cordially invited to attend. No.
No.
Jmeoenstlne, N. G - A. T. Roc-en-

B.

Vssntcsi

Backache and
WANTED Horse and light wagon.
Rheumatism
Must he a bargain. Address 315
so
are
thoroughFoley Kidney Pills
street.
Ninth
ly effective for .backache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recom- WANTED First class sales lady, also
mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
a good hat maker to assist in work
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
room. Mrs. A. Standish.
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finish-e,
one bottle, my old trouble entirely WANTED Employment, tree
disappeared."
gardening, distributing advertising matter. Address Optic. R,
C. McAllister, 5 Grand avenue.
d

trim-ming-

FOR RENT

Room. Mrs., Van Petten

Seventh street.

i
1

SALE1 Household
FOR
furniture.
Mrs. Boucher, 825 Third street.

vbiuz. Treasurer;
cemetery Trustee.
B.

P. O. ELK8

Secretary Rah
c. V. Hedtrcoek.

Meta

m.j

1:10
3
. 6:35
4:20
9 . . . . 6:35

7....

No.

5

H

.

I

X

I
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I
I
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KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, nn the

HI)
Ii li
--

r

Cov

FOR SALE Hatching eggs, White
Leghorns and Indian Runner ducks.
First prize pens at county fair. Per
setting of 14, $1. Koogler Brothers.

!

and

ease YOU

One team draft mares,
2,800 lbs. Also good saddle pony,
extra gentle. H. R. Parker. Mesa.

;

BE
11

lllblLu n

III

Will
M
til

.

W.

if

cinlas

KNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
AA
STANDARD

X

SILVER

PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH
IREY

(STER-

LING) FINlsH

EMPRESS'
can be ob
tained in thii city from
.

ALL GROCERS
.. ZSc per
.M....M..M.25c per
.M.M.M.MS0o per

M......M..48o
.M.M.M.M.f8o

181

She.

1Ei ISa.
1SS lft

per 1st Itm
per 181 lite

PDn A CO HP AMY

AO DA"

Harvesters, Storers, ad Diatrlbutors ot Katsral Ice, the PaHtjr BM
Lasting Quail Ilea cf Whlsa Have Made Las Vegaa razceus.

71

DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

R.
$1

R.
C.

Market Finders

Wesner

Classifies
those

bright, baled
oat straw. Carload lots or other-- t
wise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.

FOR

;

-- if yen use

N

lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibc to 1,000 lbs. Each. Dilvsry
SO lbs, to 200 lb., Each Delivery
Less than SO lbs. Each Dellvsry

THOROUGHBRED
White Leghorn
eggs for hatching, $1 and $1.50 per
15. T. C. Lipsett, 1026 Fifth street.

i

cm ur:i

4:30 p. 14
7:00 p. n

RETAIL PRICES

OFFICE

May-hatche-

cffice

.

BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds
'
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage City, Kansas.
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c,
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C.
d
I. strong
cockerels,

i

,

p.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

FOR SALE

m..

p. m..

FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

2,000

FOR SALE 75 pure bred White Leghorn and R. I. Red hens, one year
25 half-bre- d
and younger;
hens
same age. First house north of M.
M, Sundt on North Eighth street.

6:40 a. m

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you d do uny
way when you
learn how Much
Belter EMPRESS

L.

--

a. m..

EMPRESS
FLOUR

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOR SALE One Rio automobile, 1912 KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUf
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
car, good condition, will demonstrate. Inquire Las Vegas Auto
urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

and Machine

a

1:35 p.

r:;

For sale cheap, used MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
but little, easy terms, call at the
Love
at Woodmen of the World hall
office of Edward m Johnson. Pio
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
WHITE Wyandotte day old chicks. Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
VIsitini
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas, Montague, Local Deputy.
Telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dil members are especially welcone an
cordially invited.
lon, Agent, East Las Vegas.

.5

Depart

p, m

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

WELL DRILL

3

m. . . .
m.. . .
m.. . .
Bound

For YOU!

'

m

7:45 p. m,
11:59 p. la,
2:30 .' nv
2:00 p. r&

,

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
secretary.

o. O. MOOSE Meets second anc
fourth Thursday evening eack
month at W. O. W. hall. VisIOn
REGISTERED Hereford bulls, for sale
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
one yearling, $125; one yearling,
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
$150; one coming two, $200. R.
I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Inge, La Junta, Colo.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
of the month in the restry room
day
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock
75o
eggs for setting
and $1.00 per
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
setting of 15. Day old R. I. Red
chicks.
H. M. Northrup, 913 Lin vited. Isaac AppeL President; Charltn
Greenclay, Secretary.
coln avenue.

j

Depart

m....

Arrive

1....

.

V. G.; T. M. Elwood.

Just Right for

SOG

Mfh

sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re

No. 10..

OPTICA NUMKfcft. MAIN

n

Meets first and third Tnn
day eveninss each vmouth at Woo-mehall. Visiting brothers cordial,
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.

t

LAS VEGAt COMMANDERY,

I. O. O. F. LAS
4. Meets

For Rent

il

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOfJ
MA
102 Meets every
a. m. iteguiar comMonday night C3
munication first and 0. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenaa
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock.
Visitlne membfirn r.
"in
each month. Visiting diaHy welcome. J. C. Werta, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Euuler, Secretary: O &
vited. Guy M. Cary, w. M H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

lit

Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

pro-Tide-

f

CHAPMAN

.

A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of. the system.

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ber, A. D. 18S6.

(Seal)

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDER
AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

vegas

SALE

Choice,

whe

who MIGHT

That protest? T
eds. la
was

ts

proprty

eala

wmi te sail U WCX73 KOll

ma

ssir

remedy.
Price 25c, fifloand $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Dure Co. Adv.

sjble
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-
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Subscribe for The Optic.

gj-yo-

prs.

srerCi

tt were

tmmz?

v

wes.il ksycs

seripaper--x- 4

ere anxloos te cty sash for) looks,
and furniture, vtlelm tt v
':
tnunesta.

fl erful healing and penetrating
?

BIT

V3 ft
the eeie t rtts-- a
the partlcalar Ulsg U wrtk Keet

who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT.
It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It Is a pow- -

Fanners and others

9

d. asiti est

l

ii
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ARTICLE

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON

LONG

OP'-'IC-

6, 1911

h

J

er er
i can't begin to er er tell you
r er how much I er er love you.
Miss CausUque
Well, you certainly
fcare been a long time beginning.
Miss Cora, I

Mr. Slowwit

associate ourselves together into a cor
poration under and by virtue of the
provisions of the laws of the state of
New Mexico, and for that purpose do
of
hereby adopt the following articles
incorporation:

POINTS ON BASEBALL

LI

SHE WAS WISE

.

r

Notary Public.

(Seal)

My commission expires Jan. 10, 1916.
Endorsed: No. 7793.. Cor. Rec'd.
y.
Vol. 6 page 253 Certificate of Incorpo
I
c-ration of The Rosenwald Realty Company. Filed in office of State Corpo
ration Commission of New Mexico,
ARTICLE I.
Feb. 24 1914; 10 a. m. Edwin F.
;
Name
Coard, Clerk. Compared E. D. C. to
The
The name of this corporation is
P. S.
II.
Rosenwald Realty Company.
State of New Mexlso
ARTICLE II.
County of San Miguel, ss.
place of Business and Agent
I hereby certify that this instrument
office
the
of
principal
The location
was
filed for record on the 20th day
of
of this corporation iu the state
A. D. 1914, at 10:10 a. m. and was
Feb.
Ve
Las
of
town
Mow Mexico is at the
nd duly recorded in Book 1 of Articles of
gas, in the county of San Miguei,
cr Incorporation pageJ330, on this 25th
name
state of New Mexico; and the
- day tyf February, A. D. 1914.
thereIn
and
charge
the agent therein
Witness my hand and seal of office.
of and upon whom process
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
is
this corporation may be served,
Recorder
Clerk and
County
Rosenwald.
WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
By
If you want to make a bit,
ARTICLE Hi.
strike out for yourself, my
Business
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
For constipation, Chamberlain's TabYou're mixed in your baseThe objects for which this corpora
are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
father. If you strike out, tion is formed are: To buy, or other- lets
them a trial,
and gentle in. effect,
and
lease
make a hit.
wise acuuire. sell, exchange,
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
deal in real properties of ev
'

pllME

Father
rou must
Ho (after the proposal)
My salary
$1,500 a year. Now, dearest, what
Js the least you think you can live on

His Son
ball talk,

a year?

?ou

Is

much

how

She Well,
jrou get?

credit can

it

r

v,'

o

a

jij

p4- h nl
-

'

can't

They are going on theb
redding trip In a balloon. What a
foolish ideal
Morton Maybe they are trying to
reach those air castles they've been
Mabel

toulldlng.

HOW UNKIND!

asuii

o

generally
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
ery kind, character and description,
and unimproved, in the That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE.
hnth imm-oveW.
state of New Mexico and elsewhere, Look for the signature of E.
to buy and sell lands and real estate GROVE. Cures a cold In one day,
mmiaainn or as anent for the Cures grip in two days. 25s. Adv.
UlL
owners thereof; to manage, central,
esPiles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
cultivate and farm lands and real
tate owned by it, and to improve the Druggists refund money if PAZO
falls to cure Itching,
same by the construction of houses or OINTMENT
other buildings, systems for irrigation Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles,
and other improvements thereon; to First application gives relief. 25c.
In mort
buy, acquire, sell and (leal
se
other
and
estate
To Cure a Cold tn One Day
real
upon
ises
curities; and generally to deal In lands Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
and real property in the said state ot Tablets. Druggists refund money it
New Mexico or elsewhere, and to con it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigduct the business of a real estate nature ia on each box. 25o. Adv.
gent.
In furtherance, and not in limitation Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
o the aeneral powers conferred oy
the laws of the State of New Mexico, General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mank'
First Passenger (on a crowded and of the objects and purposes as
street car) That conductor takes hereinbefore stated, it is further pro
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
things easy.
this corporation shall have
that
vided
Second Passenger Yes; and if a
Phone Vegas 128
also the following powers,, namely:
potter catches him he'll lose his job
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
and
Office
Hours:
of
(a) To purchase, sell, dispose
all
of
property
deal in personal
UNKIND
kinds:
ATTORNEYS
and
(b) To enter into, make, perform
HUNKER & HUNKER
carry out contracts of every kind
and for any lawful purpose, with George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hwakw
or
Attorneyt-at-Laany person, firm, association
New Mexi
corporation;
Us Veess.
obli
(c) To issue bonds, debentures or
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
gations of the corporation from
, Dentist
time to time for any of the objects
or purposes cr the corporation, ani
Dental work of any description at
to secure the same by mortgage,
moderate prices
pledge, deed or trust otherwise;
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1I
(d) To purchase, hold and
East Las Te gas.' New Mexico
shares of its capital stock;
fe) In general to carry on any other
business in connection wiMi the
objects and purposes stated in this
certificate, and to have and to
exercise all of the powers conferred by the laws of the Slate of
New Mexico upon corporations or"A fellow threatened today to knock
ganized therein and thereunder.
mv hrins out.'.'
ARTICLE TV.
Because there you will have
Anrt whv didn t he do it diitn t
Stock.
with
to succeed. There, clia
you?"
them
chance
Capital
have
you
The amount of the total authorized
mate, soil and water, in conjunction with intelligent labor,
apital stock of this corporation is
STILL YOUNGER
Dollars
Hundred Thousand
Two
work wonders. Alfalfa, fruit3,
($200,000), divided into two thousand
garden truck, poultry an'd dairy
(2000) shares of the par value of One
products point the way to more
Hundred Dollars ($100) each, and the
than a mere living.
amount of capital stock fully paid In
EXGURSIONS
COLONIST
and with which this corporation shall
commence business shall be Seventy- MARCH 15 10 APRIL 15, 1814
five Thousand Dollars ($75,000).
KNOCKING

PROBABLY

,i wz

son.

if

DOWN

FARES

You Will Like

4

z

v-

"Wilson says he's a heap sight bet
than the people who talk about
Mm."
Shouldn't be surprised. What were
you going to say about him?

W
r

-

A

MISFIT MAXIM

CALIFORNIA

ARTICLE V.

t!ltKJ

Names, Addresses and Shares of

1'

i

v

A

Incorporators
The names and postoffice addresses
of the incorporators, and the number
of shares subscribed by each, the a?
Thou
groeate of which is Seventy-Fivsand Dollars, are as follows:
e

Visitor Why don't you save some
money for a rainy day?
Farmer Stranger, don't talk
The on'y tiling we are afraid ol
ut this way is a drought.

No. Of
NTnmes and
Postoffice address Shares
CeciUo Rosenwald, E.
New
Las Vegas,
250
Mexico
Tom I feel like a
E.
Rosenwald,
Gilbert
Sophie You act like a
New
Las Vegas,
250
Mexico
Short All Riijht.
E.
Chirk,
W,
Herlji'rt
writing "I want to ab
mh
New
Las Vegns,
What is short
hAr'.4othes.
v.,t.V
"
VLr
250
Mexico
twdl'lotllOS?"
"Whv. a sleeping cai
50
Total
berth Is the shortest thlDg I know.'

Amount

$25000.(10

W--

f,-.- r

second-clastickThen
ets from Las Vegas to Los Angeles, San Francisco. San Diego
and to many other points in
California will be sold for $30.00
Corresponding fare from points
on other lino3 In connection
with the Santa Fo, liberal ' stopThree fast
over privileges.
trains daily from Las Vegas
carry tourist sleepers and free
chair cars. Harvey meals.
For ticket;), reserve ions and
information ST! 'y to
one-wa- y

0. L BATCH i
5000.00
75000,00

"x r

f-

"

-

.

o

w

C)
C)

AGENT
Lbs Vegas, New- Mcx

'

"n

aas

M

o
o
C)
C)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
of
O

o
o
C)
o

Yowr
Brliig

IT

"1

7

tl

wortc

jO,ld
ETT

....

I

The Ootic

It Will Be
Don

i

1

1

f

"f

T4

MX

ML

M

WJ.

V

C)

O

o

C)
f
J

One

o
.

V

!
V.

........

3 II I

(J
)

.

o

tj

1

J

O
(J

C)

s

25000.00

r:m.

- f--

VI.

Term
AT THE SEASIDE
State of Now Mexico. Certificate, of
The term, for which this corporation
Comparison.
shall exist is fifty (?i0) years.
I liied Statec of America, "
Iu Witness Whereof we have her(!
'.".wire of New Mexico, S3
unto set our hands and seals this
It is Hereby Certified, that the an- Twentieth day of February, A. D. 1914.
nexed is a full, true and complete
CEC1LIO ROSENWALD,
(Selal)
.GILBERT E. ROSENWALD, (Seal)
transcript of the Certificate of IncorHERBERT W. CLARK,
poration of The Rosenwald Realty
(Seal)
State of New Mexico,
company (No. 7793) with the endorsements theeron, as same appears on County of San Miguei. ss.
file and of record in the. office. of the
On this Twentieth day of February,
state corporation commission.
A. D. 1914, before me, the undersigned,
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman a notary public in ana for the above
and clerk of said commission have county and state, personally appeared
hereunto set their hands and affixed CeciUo Rosenwald, Gilbert E. Rosen
the seal of saii' commission, at the wald and Herbert W. Clark, to me
City of San Fe, on this Twenty-fourtknown to be the same persons "describ
ed in and who executed the foregoing
day of February, A. D. 1914.
I
Oliver
I
(
M. S. GROVES,
(Seal)
instrument, and acknowledged that
Chairman.
Attest:
they signed, sealed and executed the
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
same as their free' act and deed.
Miss Oldzirl TVwi't vrwi think Itt'e a
Witness my hand and notarial seal
;reat Impropriety to be 'engaged to Articles of Incorporation of The Rosen.
tnree men at once?
wald Realty Company
the day and year in this certificate
"
Miss De Flippe Not if they don
We. the undersigned, citizens of the first above written.
(enow it.
do
hereby
of
America,
States
G.
United
KATHERINE
SULLIVAN,

fa

TT

s

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

I

Cheese
Bernice Swiss Cheese ;
Crick Cheese
Umberjjcr Cheese
Camcniberl CSieese
Brie Cheese

Koq-efu-

rJ

1

.

LOCAL NEWS

j

..

Light automobile
o'clock tk(s evening.

.
Sierra Cheese
Luach Cheese
Neufchalel Cheese
Eluhill Cream Cheese with Chile

Cod Fish in 1 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish Clear Middle
Small Mackerel

amps at 0:30

mm store
2W.

Just received a complete line of At a session of the probate court this
new style millinery. Call and got my
morning Probate Judge Adelaido Ta- prices. Mrs. L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth foya ordered the administrators of the
street Adv.
estate of the late J. A. Baca tofile a
Bourbon Red Turkey Eggs for sale
30 cents each.
The stay at home
kind. Phone Purple 5C23. Mrs, Chas
Lewis. Adv.
,

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings uniquejpatterns-a- ll
.
prices.

!ln the latest Pafhe weekly Is
picture of Jack Jonnson, the negro
fighter, and Frank Moran signin
articles for their fight, to occur in
France next June.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Boys, don't you try to make love to
Mrs. McCord tonight because A. De
Palma might shoot you. Yes sir, toinght is the night of the big affair at
the Hotel Romaine, and the Benedicts
are ,"eady to greet their, friends.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Every Women Is Proud to be
a good baker. It is a natural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, thateven
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL

or OUR. PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas R.ollcr Mills

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES
T1EOPLE are looking for them every day.

Advcr- -

tise

your rooms in the Opiic's For Rent Column
'
and get results .
.
,
.
.
,

At

i
J

3 Ilcina of Ilia Cast of Ererylblog

MMs

The Best Bakery Goods in the
City
We have secured the services of Mr. Frank Fries as our baker.
We are now in a position to offer the best BAKEIty GOODS in the
city.

The board of regents of the New
Mexico Normal University held their

BI-WEEK-

Judge p. R. Murray this morning
was presented with a Valentine. This
seemsi rather late to le receiving
Valentines, but nevertheless Hizzoner
was thusly honored. After gazing
steadfastely at the Valentine, sent by
Officer Kinman, for eevieral minutes
the judge said: "Sixty days ln jail or
chance to get out of town." The
Valentine first tame trharles did
not need a parcel post carrier to assist him In leaving. ' William Sweeny,
also a gentleman" of" the road, was
given the choice of working or walk
ing, and likewise took to the road.

VAULT

AND CESSPOOL

CLEANING
Those desiring: work done
or phone

-

Lh uuiiltl u

report ot their -- administration 'before
April 2, which, date was set for a hearing of such, report Filadelfo Baca and
Miguel A. Baca were named- as administrators of the will after J. A. Baca's
death. Miguel Baca died over a year
ago. Filadelfo Baca, assistant superv
intendent of public instruction, was
here today from Santa Fe on (business
connected with the case and will prepare the report. The report of the administrators was requested ordered by
the court some time ago by Valerio
Baca and F. A. Manzanares.
Part of
the estate upon which a report is de
sired is said to be $10,000 in money,
which is declared to have been on deposit in, a bank, at the time of J. A.
Baca's death.

A GOOD OUTLOOK
annual meeting this afternoon at the
The outlook for Sunday's dinner is
ischool. The details of the session
were not learned. This meeting usu as promising as ever. The market is
ally is for the purpose of electing of especially abundant In those things
ficers.
which the people observing Lent are
eating. Fresh vegetables continue pre
The lowest point reacned by the valent, and to the list of fresh onions,
temperature last night was 18 de radishes, carrots, turnips, lettuce, celgrees, according to the official ther ery and tomatoes another product has
mometer. People noticed the cold been added. This is new cabbage, and
during the.night and this morning ex its quality is excellent. The price ot
pected to learn that the thermome this vegetable is 10 cent3 a pound or
ter had dropped to 2re.r0.
three pounds for 25 cents. The dealers
say that a week from Saturday they
The city central committee of the will have a large quantity of straw
democratic partry held a short ses berries, which will bring a smile to
sion last night at the office of Judge everybody's face.
E. V. Long. According to the state
mem or memoera tne meeting was
THE REGISTRATION BOARD
Informal and merely for discussion on
The following are the judges of
the coming election for city officials,
Another meeting will be held next registration for the election of the
town ofl Las Vegas:
week.
Flrrst Ward Santiago Wallace,
The Y. M. C. A. contemplates or- Juan D. .Tafoya and Benito Martinez.
Second Ward Fenx Garcia y Gu
ganizing a baseball club from
of that institution mis spring, tierrez, Ramon Ulibarrl and Pedro
and much enthusiasm has been arous Qulntana.
Third Ward Jose A, Gallegos, Ra
ed over the prospect. The basketball
season being over, the young men are mon Valerio and Paseual Saconlano.
Fourth Ward Serafin. Baca, Severo
anxious that something be started. If
team is organized games will be Baca' and TImoteo Romero.
The polling places for the election,
played with, teams from Colorado,
which will occur on Tuesday, April 7,
Kansas, Iowa and Texas.
are as follows: Firstward, office of
James S. Duncan, jr., who formerly the justice of the peace in precinct
was a member of the firm of Duncan No. 3; Second ward, the house of
and: Browne, Las Yegas' theatrical Felix Garcia y Gutierrez; Third ward,
syndicate, now is located in Salina, the house of Jose L. Galindre; Fourth
Kas., where he has purchased a mov ward, the house of Jose P. Mares.
ing picture theater, according to news
recently received here. John Cook,
the expert trap drummer, will leave NORMAL
ISSUES A
ln a short time for Salina to play in
tine; Duncan theater.
Salina is a pros
perous city and the people are show- PAPER
goers. Duncan should make good
there, according to the statements of
people who are. familiar with the city

will please call on

ilil Y17ABD!C0. STORE

verse shows that the school has considerably literary tarent.
Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., a young
man inclined to be journalistic and
with original ideas along these lines,
is the editor in chief of the publication. The other members of the stait
are as follows:
Assistant editor, Frank E. Landau;
reporters, freshman, Paul Malaga
sopohomore, Russell Linberg; junior,
Volney A. Poulson; senior, Theodore
Skinner; Philomathean society, Phcbe
business manager, LeRoy
Hart;
assistant managers, Frank
Brown;
Condonj and F. Hagelberg.

Car No. 2 of the department of mines
of the United States, passed through
Hear Charles A. Splesa at Christian Las Vegas this afternoon on Its
way
tabernacle this evening. Adv.
from Denver to Clarkdale, Ariz.' The
car was ln charge of G. W. Salesbury.
Old Taylor whiskey and ' Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
The advance car of the Sells Floto
Orchestra conceit Christian taber- shows passed through Las "Vegas this
nacle tonight. Admission free, come. atiernoon on train No. 1 011 its way
""
over the south western route. This car
Adv.
Is used In connection with, the adverMr. and Mrs. Frank Bustos are the tising and publicity department of the
proud parents of a baby boy born to shows.
them last night

,

-

Miss Marie Mann's Sunday school
class of St. Paul's Memorial church
will hold a
candy sale tomorrow at
the guild hall. Much good candy is
expected to be sold. Adv.

Reports that the Post especial, carryTrees pruned see Thornhlll,
trees and fixing gardens. Phone ing the well known manufacturer of
Postum, was the fastest train that the
Purple 5352. Adv.
Santa Fe Railway company ihas ever
run from Los Angeles to Missouri are
Beautiful line of French flowers an
uenied by local railroad men. This
new shapes on sale for the next three
train ran only slightly faster than
days. Mrs. A. Standish. Adv.
the regular De Luxe Bpecials of the
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Ry, aged Santa Fe. The beat time ever made on
In wood. Direct from the distillery to the Santa Fe with a special was by
the famous Scotty special.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

Larie Mackerel

LAQKET

FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1914.

A. W. Patterson,
Phone Main

43

II lr

the

paper is a

credit to the institution in that the
writing Is clever while a lengthy

juvJUlJ

ABOUT TIRE TROUBLE

We have just received a fresh stock of

sxnd

L. AND

0.

LEAGUE
In plain chain or nobby treads.

Charles A. Spiessi will address the
members of tjne Law! and Order
League at their organization meeting
at the Christian tabernacle, tonight.
Mr. Spiess" address, will begin at 8
o'clock.
At 7:30 o'clock a selected
orchestra will begin a conceit which
will continue uninterruptedly for 30
minutes.
After Mr. Spiess' speech the committee appointed at the union meeting at the First Presbyterian church
last Sunday evening for the purpose
of drawing np a constitution
and
rules will make its report. All who
care to join will be asked to sign the
constitution.
According to the statement of men
who are interested In the formation
of the Law and Orfter League, the
organization is for the purpose of encouraging better law enforcement,
particularly as regards gambling and
the Sunday closing of saloons. These
laws have been rigidly enforced for"
the past several' months, the lid not
evening showing a'disposition 10 slip.
The Law and Order Leaguers say
their organizatiori' will help make the
sealing up almost hermetical.
The public Is invited to attend the
meeting tonight
..

UNCLE

MS' CABIN

Guaranteed for 3500 and

5000 miles

WILL
ORGANIZATION
MEETING
BE HELD TONIGHT AT THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

GREY AND RED TUBES
Let us quote you prices and explain the merits of G and J
tires and tubes before buying

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

"Hammering in" the Monarch Quality
The riveting of the Malleable
Iron frames is but one of the
thorough honest and well
Inspected steps in the making
of a
.
MONARCH
MALLEABLE RANGE
From the foundry to the shipping room
loyal expert
men keep a watchful eye on
the little things "that go to
.make the MONARCH stho
"Stay Satisfactory Range."
We have the finished product
on our floor and it will be a
pleasure to go over them in
detail with you at any time
and show you the points, that
save you work time and fuel

J.

r
,

JOHNSEN
IP

G.

f

SON

4) vi

IS COMING SOON
BURK'S

COMPANY WILL BE AT
THE DUNCAN FRIDAY THE
THIRTEENTH

Burk's big Uncle Tom's Cabin com
pany at the Duncan opera house Fri
day, March 13, matinee and night
This i the first time that the1 public
has had an opportunity of seeing the
"new version" of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," the greatest
dramatization of
this popular play ever written. Mrs.
Stowe's historical play has ever been
a favorite with the women and children, and they always go to see it
whenever the opportunity presents It
self. Burk's big "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
company has the distinction of being
the largest organization of its kind
on the road, they carry a special
train of their own palace cars to transport their people, horses, ponies, donkeys, chariots and other paraphernalia necessary to present the only
grand spectacular production of this
the most successful drama ever written. The characters of Uncle Tom,
Eliza, Little Eva and Marks are ably
presented by a competent cast, and
the large contingent of singers and
dancers, bloodhounds, etc., give a real-istl- c
and sensational naturalism to
the t performance. The njcenlc and
mechanical effects are good, and the
transformation
scene
picturesque
forms a fitting finish to the whole.
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Msrcmt Paid on Tito Ocaosita

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
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Non-Ski- n

Following the move of all progres
sive educational institutions that have
an enrollment large enough to permit
the establishment of a school paper,
the New Mexico Normal University
louay issued tne first number ot a
publication. This paper is
an attractive booklet of eight pages
and is called The Trigonian News.
The paper is issued by the Trigon
ian society of the Normal, but does
not confine itself to the activities of
that society In its scope of news, en
deavoring to chronicle all events of
interest at the Normal. This week's
issue includes a number of clever
stories written by students and teach-ers- r
and special emphasis can be
pluced on the merits of the witty side
of the publication. All amusing ind
ents that take place at the school
or are connected in
any way with the
student body are niilillshed in the
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SPIESS TO ADDRESS

FIRST NUMBER OF TRIGONIAN
NEWS IS GIVEN TO THE
PUBLIC TODAY

paper.
The first issue of
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